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Season’s Dance Sensati n
The Harmony Club’s
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MONDAY NIGHT,

DECEMBER 31
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Kirk’s Full Orchestra
153&155&156

Mortgage Security Corp,
of America
Convertible Notes

First Lien

Price 99% and interest, to yield 6.00%
These Notes are direct obligations of one of the
largest companies of its kind in the country.
They are secured by deposits of an equal amount
of real estate mortgages which were made for not
over 60% of the value of the property.
The notes are convertible into fifteen-year 5l/6%
bonds, having the same security, at a very attrac
tive conversion rate.
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Sheriff’s Department Makes Important Arrest In Case
Affecting Camden, Union and Warren

liiliii M. Sears, who claims to main highways blocked, thinking
hail from Canada, was arrested in to capture any accomplices that
Sears might have had. The office
says that matters in Washington are unorganized townships, and approxl- ( the treasury and for a revision of Union las! might by Deputy
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about April 1. He rather looks for capitalize that asset, the Legislative j not impede, obstruct, or injure such check on Allan Cogan of Warren.
Allan Cogan
the work of the special session to be powers of the State have enacted game. or game hunters, any more than A strong suspicion exists that there yesterday.
numerous laws, and made large an he would he allowed to place ob Sears belongs to the motor car told the officers that Sears was
How An Unexpected Christ limited to handling certain import nual
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Bread cast on the waters.
Ask' d regarding his candidacy for in 1820 until 1869 our fish and game mention of the rights of farmers in Belyei, failed to identify Sears] which had been drawn on a
Last summer a man connected with
those inheiited from organized towns or cities over their
tiie Republican nomination for Unit- I laws
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and black bass, in all lakes and ponds tract sportsmen and tourists, whose Joseph Voting of the State High held him for the January grand
of
the State; in all the rivers of the patronage does not aid one per cent way Police, who ordered the jury in $1,000, each case.
Kirkpatrick’s Orchestra
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ARTHUR PERRY &. CO.
546 Masonic Temple, Portland
Telephone Forest 9230
PHILADELPHIA
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While Housed
COFFEE
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Benefit Senior Class T. H. S.
Admission 35c and 50c

Christmas Club
of the

SECOND HAND
FURNITURE SOLD

Rockland Savings Bank

Select one of the following Clubs

“Satisfied customers are our best
advertisements." There must be
a reason why we enjoy such lib
era! patronage from surrounding
towns.
For values that are
the talk of the town—and our
especially liberal terms—this store
is unexcelled ! New selections of
furniture daily. You can't escape
New England weather—its east
winds and piercing cold—select
your stove front our assortment.
A complete line of store and
office fixtures.
We have everything needed to
make a home.

FIVE-DOLLAR CLASS

Rockland Furniture Co.

Requires a deposit of $5.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $250.00, plus interest.

15 TILLSON AVE.
ROCKLAND
Telephone 899- R

Rockland, Me.

5 W AY S
To Have

MONEY FOR CHRISTMAS

State above tide water; in all the
brooks .and streams of the State, in
summer, in winter, in open water, in
Now Saturday Evening ice-eovered water; the number of
lines to be used; the number of fish
between 6:30 and 7:00 on
or number of pounds allowed taken;
i the length of each fish; the number
J of hooks to be us^d; the kind of bait
| that shall be used or shall not be
I
amt seventeen associated stations of ; used; the kinds of explosives, subI marines, or depth bombs, the gas
the National Broadcasting
i bombs—whether tear, sneezing or
Company
i itch—that are prohibited; what form
! of lights cannot be carried; when
I suckers, eels, hornpouts, yellow
| perch, white flsh or disks, artificial
minnows, artificial flies, artificial in} sects, spoon hooks and spinners, are
, allowed to be caught or carried in the
pastime.

Dinner Concert Changed!

WE El

HOTEL

Sil Mated oa a beautiful park
Displaying an ensemble of palms and
tropical plants. overlooking, lake
Worth with a view ol Palm Beoch oa
the opposite ihore.
216 roomt—each with private batll.. »
European Plan . . . Moderate raua
,. . electric heat irt ell rooms.
Open ail Year
HENRY J DYNES. kl<f.

I’OSTtf

TWO-DOLLAR CLASS
Requires a deposit of $2.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $100.00, plus interest.

ONE-DOLLAR CLASS
Requires a deposit of $1.00 each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $50.00, plus interest.

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

FIFTY-CENT CLASS
Requires a deposit of 50 cents each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $25.00, plus interest.

"SILSBY'S"

TWENTY-FIVE-CENT CLASS

ROCKLAND

399 MAIN STREET

TEL. 318-W

Requires a deposit of 25 cents each week for the next 50 weeks. In
December, 1929, you will receive a check for $12.50, plus interest.

gj

CLUB STARTS DECEMBER 10
Join now and make your first payment

I

Wishes its Friends and Patrons a

[

HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
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At the Si f n of : _
SNorth Nationi tl Bank}

We Solicit
Your Business!
The NORTH National has been serving the people
of Rockland and community for 74 years.

Winter’s Watchword

OVERCOATS

1928

Cheeking Accounts
Savings Accounts four per cent
Safe Deposit Boxes J3.00 per year
Investments

For

Health,

Good

Appearance

and Real Economy—See Us as to

Your Overcoat Needs.

Resources

>2,873,000.00
Foot »f Limerock Street

North NationalBank
Rockland,

FORGED CHECK INVASION

K

Details on request

BOSTON

THE FARMER VS. THE SPORT

WHITE CONFIDENT

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
• Tells Friends He Expects To
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable In
Win Senatorial Nomina- Union Man Believes Farmer’s Lands Should Be As Immune
advance : single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
From Intrusion As Latter’s City Lawn
tion Regardless
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
Congressman White of the Second
184(i. In 1874 the Courier was established and
! ests of the State and out of the State.
consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The District, etime home for the Christ- Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Free Press was established in 1855 ami In
Maine comprises the area of 20 , are conducting a campaign to pre18H1 changed Its name to the Tribune. These nt.-us holidays and will remain for cities, 484 towns and plantations. 71 pan* the way for further inroads An
about two weeks. The Congressman
papers consolidated .March 17, 1897.

Volume 83.................. Number 1 35

DANCE
TONIGHT

Due July I, 1929

NEW YORK

THR2E CENTS A COPY

I?

Main©

The Friendly Store
hy

(Fonmerly Mike Armhta’s)

Park Theatre Bldg.

TRY OUR FOR SALE ANO TO LET ADS.

t\"i tWyw/iwMalw
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The purchase, sale or even possesslon of any jack light, pivot gun,
spear trawl or net is prohibited under
severe penalties. Nor shall any fish
be offered or accepted for transportation without a tag or permit from the
commissioner, even for suckers, eels
and hornpouts, whether it be steam
boat, freight train, auto, airship,
truck-wagon, wheelbarrow or baby
carriage.
Neither shall “Advance baiting” be
allowed by depositing "meat, beans,
dead fish or eats, or parts of the same
for luring fish,” under severe penal
ties
Whoever shall engage in the busi
ness (for gain or hire) of fishing shall
he fined $5 and costs for such viola
tions.
Similar provisions relating to game
birds and applying to nearly all our
common species come within the
jurisdiction and oversight of this de
partment, and I will not take the
space to enumerate them. But I wish
to cite the fact that gaming interests
and not farming interests are the ob
jects to he served by all these enact
ments.
Too much cannot he said in favor
of the protection and propagation of
the myriads of feathered tribes that
inhabit the air, the forests and the
fields, and regularly move to and fro
between the Arctic Circle and Cape
Horn. And add beauty and song, and
above all. subsist on insects and ver
min and troublesome weed seeds that
would make life unbearable and prog
ress impossible without the presence
and aids of birds. And a wise provi
sion of the Federal Government pro
tects and fosters their existence and
compels the State departments to
aid in its bnforcement.
As To Game Animals

Our great area of forest, known as
“Wild I^inds" is the natural habitat of
several species of large game, that
are worthy of attention and protec
tion by our State. The moose, deer,
caribou, bear, beaver, otter, sable and
mink are such, and should not become
exterminated by ruthless hunters, and
the State should exercise its eminent
authority for their protection and
perpetuation. And it has the same
authority and duty to perform in re
gard to the fish in our inland waters.
The last Legislature appropriated
$174,000 for the year 1928 for inland
fish and game interests, and early in
the year, the Governor suspended its
functions because of a "lack of
funds," but later resumed its activl
ties. And now all the sporting inter

of those farmers?
It is reported that Pennsylvania
has a system of game preserves that
meets the situation in communities
similar to our organized territories
of Maine, by bounding them and en
closing them by a blazed trail and
strand of wire and having a warden
in charge to protect the game from
poachers, diseases, vermin, or famine.
And the result has been a rapid in
crease of game, and an attraction to
sportsmen that commands hunting
licenses in open seasons of such value
that they support the system ade
quately an dthe overflow of game is
sufficient for local, resident hunters.
• • * •
We have abundance of woodlands
and abandoned farm lands for such
preserves in all our southern counties,
besides our 70 or more townships of
unorganized wild lands, in practi
cally one continuous body in which
to develop the sporting resources.
Our agriculture is not developed by
fish and game attractions. Our farms
are not abandoned because of scarcity
of game. Our crops are not enhanced
in value or volume by game wardens,
yet every enactment applies to their
contribution for maintenance.
Shall we encourage the production
of fish, feathers and fur, or of crops
and wool, permanent residents, and a
rural citizenship that will preserve
our traditions of .ndustry, thrift and
progress, and maintain our churches,
and schools and roads and village
centres?
Let’s have a revision "all along the
line” of our "complex, unnecessarily
detailed and too inflexible game lav>s
encumbered with a set of special
regulations and laws for each county,
a set of special regulations and laws
for many individual bodies of water
in each county frequently with spe
cial statutes relative to different parts
of the same stream or lake, and still
further distinctions as to the days of
the week, as well as the kind of fish
ing and type of tackle, to say nothing
of special and individual bag and
length limits."
Our State Department of Agricul
ture, our State Grange officials, our
Pomona and subordinate Granges
should be alert and informed regard
ing such revision ,and see that Maine
farms and farmers are safeguarded in
their rights and welfare.
Maine agriculture is too vital a re
source to be Ignored or to he slighted
for the enhancement of an attraction
that may in time, if not controlled,
become an Intolerable nuisance to Its
pursuit by those who, by circum
stance or choice would make it a
“way of living” and the substantial
basis of a prosperous State.
E. E. Light.
Union, Dee. 24.

An entertaining program will be
presented at Park Theatre this after
noon at 2 and this evening at 7.30.
The stage entertainment will consist
of five big-time actH which are: The
Dance Shoppe in "Ups and Downs of
Dancing,"
with
four
excellent
dancers; Noble and Brooks. "The
Two Clever Entertainers;” Truly
Shattuck, with March and Cleary, in
"Good Night Nurse;’1 Erma and Law
rence Flowers, in "Youth and Agili
ty;” Evelyn Lewis, “The Versatile
Miss." The screen feature is "The
Speed Classic,” featuring Rex Lease. 4*

PRESIDENT NAGLE

FIFTY-FIVE BASKETS

New Head of Libby-Burchell Contained Christmas Dinners
Fisheries Well Known In
From Elks—Clothing Also
Financial Circles
Distributed
Announcement was made last
week, by the Libby-Burchell Fish
eries Company of Vinalhaven and
Boston, of the election of Norman
C. (Niglc, of Waban, as president to
succeed Durward E. Burchell of
Cambridge, who died Dec. 3.
Mr. Nagle, who has had wide expe
rience in tanking and finance, lias
been associated with the LibbyBurchell fPiKheries Company for the
past year, as a director and vice
president. He was born in Philadel
phia, 38 yea is ago, and is the son of
Frank (’. Nagle of Newton, who Is
well Known in the textile publishing
field and is past eminent grand com
mander of the Massachusetts and
Rhode Island Knight Templar )Cornmanderles.
Mr. Nagle, with his election to the
presidency relinquishes his interests
in other companies, insofar as pos
sible, and will devote his time to the
financial and sales department of the
Vinalhaven corporation.
Mr. Nagle graduated with honors
from Babson Institute of Finance. He
is a member of Masonic fraternities,
the Ancient and Honorable Artillery
and the Lc.val lx*gion.
Mr. Libby, vice president and gen
eral manager of the Company, In
speaking of Mr. Nagle says: "He Is
a man of dynamic force and action.
Has unusual sales ability and is well
regarded in financial, business and
social circles. 'Before coming with
our company, he was with the wellknown banking house of Faxon. Gade
& Company, 100 Milk street. Boston.
The main office of the Company
will he at Vinalhaven. Mr. Nagle
will have charge of the 'Boston end.
and he will also spend considerable
time at the plant.

PARK THEATRE
Today Park Theatre will offer five
acts of vaudeville and a feature en
titled “The Speed Classic,” with Rex
Lease. In addition there will be a twoact comedy and Pa the Review.
The acts which will appear on the i
stage are the Dance Shoppe, in "Ups
and Downs of Dancing;’ Noble and
Brooks, "Two Clever Entertainers;" ;
I ruly Shattuck, with March and j
Cleary in "Good Night Nurse,” Erma
and luiwrence Flowers in "Youth and
Agility.” There will he shows at 2
and 7.30. The program for Friday
ami Saturday will he Hoot Gibson In
“The Flying Cowboy” and "The Collegians."_ adv

Members
of
Rockland
Lodge,
B.P.O.E., could be seen dying In all
directions Monday afternoon, the
occasion of their activity being the de
livery of 55 baskets of provisions, con
taining every essential of a chicken
dinner for Christman. These baskets
went to 55 families on a list which
had been most carefully selected so
as Io avoid duplications, anil so as to
embrace the families most deserving
of assistance. In the case of families
which numbertd more than six per
sons two chickens were placed in the

basket.

The generosity of the Elks did not
cease with the furnishing of chicken
dinners. To each of the families were
furnished footwear and underwear in
the exact sizes desired, the investi
gation also being very complete on
this subject.
Monday evening between 200 and
300 children tiled through the front
entrance of the Elks' Home, each be
ing presetned wil ha toy and a Christ
mas hag containing fruit, candy and
nuts.
The toys were donated by local
Imsiness houses, hut practically all of
the food and wearing apparel was
tMiught by the Elks Lodge at a total
expenditure said to have been around
$000.
This labor of love was under the
direction of the Elks' Christmas com
mlttee, Austin M. Moody chairman,
ami under the personal supervision of
Exalted Ruler A. C. Jones, who de
voted much time and effort to the
worthy undertaking.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
SMALL-TOWN SYMPATHY
I cannot hope that Sorrow's feet forever and a
day
Will pass my inti. House of Love where iatdeed sunbeams stray.
But when she lays her hand at last upon the
swinging latch.
And steps where happy years have smiled be
neath our spring-sweet thatch
Grant me. ah, Ood. this heartfelt prayer, that
somewhere it may be
Where little, small town sympathy may fold
and comfort me.
The II,He. sm.ll-lown sympathy Hut n,n,
across the fields
ln hhie-cheeked gingham aprons, and with

That 6^X1%’^^

that wakeful serves and shields,
s-vrnl’®ihy that knows

and understands.

Thy cities. God, are budded high with carven
Hllt ?,one,ou H,oue:
B'"
may

A,,d souls may dwell unknown, unloved, a
single wall between—
Not so the quiet, home-sweet lives that fringe
the Ullage green.
1Let others reap the splendors. Lord, but give
Burpee’s great after Christmas sale
instead to me
opens tomorrow. The greatest money The homely round of living blent with small
town sympathy.
saving event of the year in the fur

niture buying line. See advertise The little, small town sympathy that steals oa
ment on page two.—adv.
neighbor feet

Hot baked bean<s for Saturday night
can l»e obtained at Perry’s Foodland
Saturday afternoon.—adv.

From tiny lamp-lit houses down a mapleshaded street ;
That lends Its strength on tear-dimmed ways
Its own bruised feet have trod.
The little, small-town sympathy—the very soul
uf God.

—Uuknowa.
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CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Me . !»«•. 23, 192S. I
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declared that he la Pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of Dec. 22, 1928, there was
prlted a total of 6263 copies.
Before me,
FRANK R. MILLER.

Notary ruhlic.

,

_ Ascribe ye greatness unto our God.
* He is the Rock, his work is perfect; ;
" for all bis ways are judgment: a God
* of truth and without iniquity, just and
„right is he.—Deuteronomy 32:3, 4.

2

Nearly 24.000 persons competed for 1
* the prize of $25,000 offered by W. C.
. Durant for "the best and most prac-,
" ticabie plan for making the Eight-'
icenth Amendment effective." The
-plans submitted ranged from sug« gested modifications of the amend2 ment urged by 774, to jail sentences
~ for all convictions and deportation of'
2, all alien offenders. Modification of
- the Volstead Act was urged by 5.340.
_ while 1,530 favored Government
manufacture and sale of intoxicants
and 400 wanted light wines and
beer.
The prize went to Major (
Chester P. Mills of New York, a'
former federal prohibition adminis
trator for the New York district, who
had tile advantage as a contestant
in that practical experience had
brought him in close touch with the
advantages and imperfections of the
existing system. Major Mills’ plan
has four divisions, here briefly pre
sented:
J. Permissive: Closer
scrutiny
of those to whom permits to manu
facture alcohol are granted and
closer government supervision of its
making; issuance of only temporary
permits, of not longer than six
months duration; make each local
administrator responsible for the
issuance of the permits.
2. Enforcement: (A) imports. (D)
domestic supply.
For smuggling
"only unceasing vigilance is needed;
2 for domestic enforcement, strike at
the source; manufacture in private
- stills and illegal diversion under
2 permits.
7 3. Political. Take the enforce- ment agencies out of politics. 'Toli“ tical interference is one of the spri’* ous handicaps to effective control,
- he said.
- 4. Detailed method of controlling
"diversion o:' industrial alcohol: strict
_ supervision of distillers who dc-*• nature their own alcohol; abolition.
- by legislation, of the independent de7 naturing plant which Major Mills
7. said “has no economic place in
- (legitimate) business:" adopt legis
lation, if the courts will not sustain
- such procedure, requiring manufac-fturers who use industrial alcohol to
2 show such disposition as will allow
- the government to trace the alcohol
- to a legitimate dealer.
- The weakness of the present en- forcemeat as Major Mills sees it, is
Zthat the federal agencies with the
- exception cf the Coast Guard, have
never adopted any one plan and car * ried it through. Diversion of alcohol
Zand liquors under cover of indis
“ criminatingly granted permits con~ trolled by unreliable persons pro- vides the vast majority of liquor
Z consumed, Major Mills said. The
~ task of restricting and reducing perZ rnit holders to those reliable persons
2 or corporations conducting a legiti— mate business is the main problem
in enforcement and is the quickest
and most economical way of sup
pressing the bootlegger and speak
easy. The amount of alcohol ille
gally diverted would become so small
and its cost so high that the public
could not afford to buy it.
“
Major Mills’ prize plan may be as
- full of holes as a skimmer, and no
“ portion of it may ever be given pracZ tical application hut the fact remains

‘
Z
'
Z

that the contest has given a new
insight into the difficulties and
methods of enforcing the Prohibitory
law and I he effect cannot be other

" than
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Every farmer and every sports
man in* Krox County will read witli
interest the extended communication
from the pen of E. E. Light which
appears in another column.
Mr
Light projects some emphatic views
as to where the farmer gels off on
legislation calculated to benefit the
sportsman. The latter have a very
active organization in Knox County
and it will be interesting to see what
its reaction to Mr. Light’s views will
be. The Courier-Gazette which has
had a representative present at a
majority of the open meetings of
the Knox County Fish & Game As
sociation, does know that the local
sportsmen have evinced a desire to
have more friendly relations and bet
ter understanding witli tiie residents
of the rural communities.

BURPEE’S

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Now is the opportunity to buy whatever you
need for your home. Real bargains are offered
for the last three days of this year. It is a won
derful chance to save money on the many
pieces for your home that you have always
wanted.

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.
Following our annual custom we are offering
this gigantic sale of our entire stock at tremend
ous discounts on the last three days of this year
—Friday, Saturday and Monday. Don’t miss
this sale if there is anything you need for your
home.

Rockland. Maine

361 Main Street

PRE - INVENTORY SALE

DECEMBER
MONDAY- 28th 29th and 31st

FRIDAY, SATURDAY,
To clear our floors before January 1* this $100,000
stock of home furnishings will be offered
at greatly reduced prices
ON EVERYTHING

20% DISCOUNT
PARLOR SUITES REDUCED

Dining Suites
Reduced

Just a Suggestion of the values in this sale.
$190. 3-Piece Mohair Suite; now $152.00
$198. 3-Piece Mohair Suite; now 158.40
$245. 3-Piece Mohair Suite; now 196.00
$265. 3-Piece Mohair Suite; now 212.00
$275. 3-Piece Mohair Suite; now 220.00
$298. 3-Piece Mohair Suite; now 238.40
$350. 3-Piece Mohair Suite; now 280.00
$375. 3-Piece Mohair Suite; now 300.00
$500. 3-Piece Mohair Suite; now 400.00
$129. 3-Piece Velour Suite; now 103.20
$139. 3-Piece Velour Suite; now 111.20
$150. 3-Piece Velour Suite; now 120.00

$130.
$150.
$250.
$275.

MANY SPECIALS PRICED
BELOW FACTORY COST

Chamber Suites
Reduced

DAVENPORT TABLES REDUCE^)

A few of the bargains you will find

Some of the wonderful values in this sale in Dining

now ... ....... $ 88.00

Furniture

$139.00 9-Piece Dining Suite; now ............. $111.20

now .........

103.20

now .........

119.20

$149.00 9-Piece Dining Suite; now.............

119.20

$175.00 9-Piece Dining Suite; now..............

140.00

now .........

148.00

$189.00 9-Piece Dining Suite; now..............

151.20

now .........

164.00

$210.00 9-Piece Dining Suite; now.............

168.00

now .. ......

172.00

DAVENPORT BED SUITES

$225.00 9-Piece Dining Suite; r.ow ....':.......

170.00

$325.00 9-Piece Dining Suite; now..............

260.00

now ... .....

180.09

3-Piece Velour Suite; now $104.00
3-Piece Velour Suite; now 120.00
3-Piece Mohair Suite; now 200.00
3-Piece Mohair Suite; now 220.00

now ... .....

148.00

now .. ......

239.20

now .. ......

144.00

All the above dining suites are complete and include
the table, buffet, china closet, five side chairs and arm
chair. Some are in walnut, others mahogany.

REED SUITES REDUCED

New designs just received
$140.
$130.
$110.
$ 95.
$ 65.

Great Bargain—WALNUT DINING SUITE

3-Piece Fibre Suite; now $112.80
3-Piece Fibre Suite; now 104.00
3-Piece Fibre Suite; now
88.00
3-Piece Fibre Suite; now
76.00
3-Piece Fibre Suite; now
52.00

A wonderful design and finish. Complete with table,
buf'.st, china closet, five chairs and arm chair. Regu
lar price $225.00.

$169

GREAT BARGAIN—TWIN BED SUITE
A* beautiful walnut suite of eight pieces. Two beds
(twin size), dresser, vanity, chiffonier, bench, chair
and night tab’e. Regular price $365.00.

COXWELL CHAIRS REDUCED
$29.00 Coxwell Chairs; now...... $23.20
$39.00 Coxwell Chairs; now..... 31.20
$45.00 Coxwell Chairs; now..... 36.00
$60.00 Coxwell Chairs; now....
48.00

$289

$12. Mahogany Davenport Tables;
now........................................... ......$
$15. Mahogany Davenport Tables;
now.................................................
$16. Mahogany Davenport Tables;
now..................................’..............
$23. Mahogany Davenport Tables;
now....... »(............ ...........................
$25. Mahogany Davenport Tables;
now.................................................
$32. Mahogany Davenport Tables;
now.................................................

9.60

12.00
12.80
18.40

20.00
25.60

GATE LEG TABLES REDUCED
$17. Mahogany Gate Leg Tables;
now................................................. $14.00
$20. Mahogany Gate Leg Tables;
now................................................. 16.00
$22. Mahogany Gate Leg Tables;
now.............. .................................. 17.00
$25. Mahogany Gate Leg Tables;
now.............. ............... ................... 20.00
$27. Mahogany Gate Leg Tables;
now........... j.J..... :......................... 21.60

DELIVERY AND STORAGE

TERMS ON BE ARRANGED

All merchandise bought during this sale
will be delivered in perfect condition
anywhere in Maine free of expense. If
you do not desire to have it delivered
now we will store it for you until you
are ready. It will be insured free of cO3t
during storage.

We will gladly arrange for the payment
of any merchandise on weekly or
monthly terms. No interest will be
charged for this service. A deposit at
the time of purchase and the balance
divided to meet your convenience.

peaccabl ■. even submissive nation!
that Capt. Laughton pictured in his
address before the Baptist Men's!
League Wednesday night, but appar-!
ntly it has no Intention of gettin
aught napping.

The mailer of old age pension* is
gain coming before Congress, this
time in the form of a joint resolu
tion which calls for a commission of
15 to set aside two years to the study
of old age dependency and-the work
ing out of means for its relief. The
New Yorn Congressman who is go
ing to introduce this resolution di
rects attention to the fact that Unit
ed Stale:, is classified witli China
and India as the only large country
“the world making no adequate
provision for its aged and dependent
poor; vet in this day when increas
ing attention is being given to the
misfortune:- of others how can this
problem be neglected much longer?

From Andrew J. Peters of Boston
and North Haven (ex-mayor of the
former place) comes a cheek for
membership in the Rockland Yacht
Club, with a cordial letter wishing
all prosperity to the club. That is
the kind of loyal support that the
summer colony of the Knox County
seacoast is giving to the yacht elul
movement and is a great source of
encouragement to Its promoters
With the completion of the club
The foiees of evil had ratner a
house and its equipment, for which
interesting plans arc working out rough inti eduction to New Yoyk’s
the next summer season is to witness new jo’.iee commissioner. Grover A.
a pronounced increase in the vaca Whalen. A weekend drive by the de
partment resulted in the ■coralline
tion life of the city’s harbor.
of 183 prisoners, including h-old-up
When the Japanese diet convenes men. speakeasy proprietors, bootleg
next Monday its deliberations are gers and burglars. New York need
expected to take on a tone of bitter ed a -baking up. and is apparently
ness with reference to China. Some getting ii. But what a pity that new
significance is seen in the proposed brooms wear out so quickly.
Japanese budget which shows a large
Santa Claus distributed in Chicago
increase over the current year, with
army and navy items largely respon a pack of gifts valued at $200,000,000
sible therefor. Japan is doubtless the And was never once held up!

WITH THE BOWLERS

“ON MY SET”
WBT of Charlotte, N. C. was
coming in nicely in the early
hours of Sunday night. The
Colliers Weekly Hour presented
Babe Ruth in a short interview,
which was probably heard by
millions of kiddies and adults.

I logged my 218th station
Christmas night, and it proved to
be
WFAN
OF
Philadelphia.
Other stations on my holiday pro
gram
were
WMCA,
WEEI,
WEAF, WMAQ, WLW, WGY,
WABC,
WENR, WBZ,
WFI,
WTIC,
WRVA
and
WBAL.
There were probably a dozen
others which did not make station
announcement while I was listen
ing.

••• ■«.
The ever popular Gilbert &
Sullivan opera “H.M.S. Pina
fore” was successfully presented
Christmas night.

•••

•••

A short, late session last night
gave
me
my 215th
station
(WMAL cf Washington, D. C.,
with the day’s news from the
Washington Herald) and a few
moments later my 220th station
KTHS,
Hot
Springs,
Ark.)
Among other stations I
had
KWiKH of Shreveport, La. and
KOA of Denver.

To keep the ball on tip alley and yc t
ktiock down the minimum number of
pins. That was the object of an in
teresting and amusing contest at
Carr's Recreation alleys the night be
fore Christmas, tiie pr:zv?. being a
turkey, a duck and a chieKer. f-»r the
three lowest three-string totals, re
spectively. Each time a ball went
into the gutter it counted as live pins
for the bowler.
The winners were; Turkey, \ alley,
131; duck. Cobh, 139; chicken. Mayo,
141. The other scores were: Gardner.
179; Greeley. 216; Perry, 175; Stuart,
158; Baker. 227; Elliott, 242; Porter,
162; (’lark. 206; Rackliff . 180; Merrill, 204; Snow, 236.
* • * *

Ty Cobb is acting as assistant mana
ger at CafrT’s alleys three nights a
week, alternating with Milligan.
Classy howling is thus assured o.. the
alleys any old time.

♦ ♦ « ♦

Winn?rs a! the Star alleys: Milton
Fogg, 146. turkey; Capt Speed. 145
goose: Russell Stewart, 140, chicken;
Ty Cobb ar.d Lester Valley, 134 each,
two pound box of candy.
«

♦ • • »

The Forty Club. Veteran Firemen
and Independents will meet at the
Star illeys tomorrow night in three
games of five strings each.

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counsellor a!

Burpee’s great after Christmas sale
Law
opens tomorrow. The greatest money
saving event of the year in the fur
niture buying line. See advertise Telephone*—Office 468- Home 603* F
ment on pagre two.— adv,
<31 Main Street
Rocklenr

I pound turkey of their own raising to '
MRS. JOHN WHALEN
rapidly grew worse, dyifig at 2
WARREN
grace the table.
o’clock Christrryis morning.
Mrs. Isa Tc;w?ue and son Arnold
At the Baptist church -Sunday
The death of Mrs. Lura 'Whalen,
Among the survivors, in addition
motored to Rai.dolph SundAy where morning the pastor will speak on
they attended the funeral services of "The Good. Shepherd and His Sheep." | wife of John Whalen of Ash Point’, to the husband are three children,
Murray Whalen of this city. Edwin
the late George Sherman,
In the evening the subject of the ; on Christinas day came as a severe
Mr. and Mrs. Aim on Maker of sermon will be ‘'Come and See.” AU shock to her ma;;y friends and ac Whalen of Ash Point, and Mrs. Clara
Boothbay Hai’hor were over Christ are cordially invited. Ix?t us end the I quaintances. Mrs. Whalen, who h^t Wiseman who came at once from
her home in Missouri, also her
mas guests of their daughter Mrs.
been teaching in Rockville, left 1A' mother, Mrs. Clara Snow of East
year right.
Kenneth Sturling and family.
According to the annual custom train Friday to visit friends In Mary Union.
Clement Moody, Jr., has employ union services will be held the week | land. an event to which she had
ment at the newly opened Atlantic
of Jan. 6-13 designated as Week of | looked forward for a long time. Be<Until New Year’s—Sale at Crie’a
Pacific store in Rockland.
Prayer. The meeting will ibe held fore reaching Boston she became ill. Gift Shop. Three groups of gifts In
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Simpson en alternately at the Baptist and Con but managed to reach a friend’s
our window. 17,4r. 49c, 98c. See Ur?ni
tertained Mrs. Annie Watts and Wil gregational churches, beginning at 7 home in Quincy, Mass., where she
today.—adv.
liam Lynch at dinner Christmas day. o'clock each evening. This is the
Howard Cha.pman arrived home fifth season of these meetings and the
Friday for the holid iy.
attendance has been on the increase
Mrs. Alton Foster and chi id res each year. It is hoped to make this
were guests Thursday of her father, year the best yet
F. E. Moore.
Mrs. Isa Teague and family were
Miss Mildred Pease has 'b<en home I guests of her sister Mrs. Ruth How
from Augusta for the holidays.
ard and family in Rockland Christ
Mr. and Mrs. Parker McKellar are mas day. Elsie Howard is the guest
Anyone who wouldn't be pleased and grateful for the wonder
ful patronage given us this Christmas season surely would oe hard
! spending the holidays in Boston and of Olive Teague for the remainder
to
satisfy.
Then, too the weather, could you beat it?
vicihity.
cf the week.
Announcements of the engagement
Above all, our customers wero so good natured and patient.
of Hiram F. Moody of Boston and
Surely the world must be growing better. Anyway our customers
P.iirpegreat after Christmas sale
Miss Helena Hinckley of New York
were the best dispositioned we ever saw and it made the Christmas
opens
tomorrow.
The
greatest
money
city and Mil! bridge have been l-crush a pleasant time for us all. For which wc are pleased.
saving event of the yeftr in the fur
• reived here by relatives.
Now for the next big event with us—
niture
buying
line.
See
advertise

Mr. and »Mre. (’. R. Overlook for
ment
on
page
two.-^adv.
tlieig tClwhetat&s dinner had an 18’^

AYER'S

SALE

EXTRA TROUSERS FREE
With each suit for a limited period only
This sale is run by the International Tailoring Co.
twice each year. It is a saving from $8.00 to $l 2.00
on a suit

%

C. A. HAMILTON

Resident Merchant
442 'Main Street

Rockland
155-156

5c
BEGINNING SATURDAY, JANUARY 12
And Continue One Week

-a
We shell sell Lumberjacks, Sheepskin Coats, Red Coats, Leather
Ccats, Flannel Shirts, Dress Shirts, Men's and Boys’ Pants, Chil
dren’s Suits and Overcoats and lots of other things that you want
at FIVE CENTS.
BEGIN TO SAVE YOUR MONEY FOR IT

WILLIS MYER

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENT8

I

The Lawrence Cement Company
remembered city and' town officials
and other friends with pleasing
Christmas gifts.

LADIES’ NIGHT

Jan. I—New Year's Day.
Jan.

It

(!l a. m.)—Water hearing at City

Government moms.

No arrests have been made in this
eitv since Dec. 4, which Ish't half bad

NEW YEARS EVE, DECEMBER 31
Dancing, Entertainment and Buffet Lunch

The degree staff of Knox Lodge of
The next regular supper at the
Odd Fellows has a special drill meet
American Legion hall is Jan. 12.
ing Friday night. There will be work
on the third next Monday night.
There were not many good skating
places Christinas Day, but quite a
William D. Talbot has shown his in
number indulged in the sport.
terest in the Rockland Yacht Club
Battery G has its weekly drill meet by sending to Its treasurer a Christ
ing Friday night and next week’s mas cheek of handsome proportions.

drill meeting will also Ire on Friday
night.

Earl B. Walsh of 12 Trinity street
sailed yesterday on the steamship St.
Louis for St. Petersburg. Fla., where
The merchants' committee of the
he will be employed until the first of
Chamber of Commerce recommends
June in the Viroy Park Hotel.
that ull stores be cloesd; on New
Years Day.
1
An Impressive force of sherlfts,The illuminated Christmas tree on local police and State police paid an
tiie upper deck of the Copper Kettle official call at the Myrtle House
is an attractive feature of the holi Monday afternoon. They found the
proprietor cooped up with an attack
day decorations.
of grippe, but a very thorough search
Owl's Head and Friendship schools failed to (reveal anything that is
open Dec. 31. The schools of St popularly supposed to cure it.

The attraction at ’Strand Theatre,
today is "What a Night," with Bebe
Daniels. For Friday and Saturday
“Ned McCobbs Daughter," witl,
Irene Rich.

One of the loveliest sights during
the Christmas season has been the
Christmas tree "which has graced the
grounds of H. P. Blodgett. Ta’.bot
avenue. The tree, a stately cedar of
noble proportions, has been a blaze
of light, and yvill be kept this way
by the Blodgetts until the season is
over.

The senior division of the Fellow
ship League of tiie Congregational
church will hold a party at the home
It was certainly anything but
of Rev. W. S Rounds. 35 Beech street Christmas spirit which prompted
tonight at 7 o'clock.
somebody to steal the electric light

Favors

8.00 P. M.

ises an early arrest if the bulbs arc
not returned.

party.

Justice Warren C. Philbrook, who
goes on the retired list when bis suc
cessor Frank O. Farrington is fully
recovered from his illness, will pre
side over the January term of court
in Waldo County. •

STILL ON

$1.50 Couple

Note: 'Members have the privilege of inviting friends

155-15C /

Those persons who were riding
about the city Christmas Eve, saw
many places where the. houses were
brilliantly illuminated and prettily
decorated, but it was remarked by
many of those same motorists, that
the North Main street houses ex
celled others in their attractiveness
and beauty. The candle lighted win
dows added much to their brilliancy.
It is a very pretty custom and ono
which the passerby greatly enjoys
seeing.

The Carpenters’ and Joiners' I'nion
hold i meeting next Tuesday at
7.30 p. ni.

Spend that money for labor saving devices
that ydii will enjoy thro 1929 and for many

Il Is still summer in Lincolnville.
Charles S. Maxey picked a number
of dandelion blossoms in that town
yesterday.
*

years to come.

Rliami E. Philbrick, proprietor of
the Sea Vitw Garage, is at Knox
Hospital where he underwent an ap
, pendicitis d eration this morning.

Christmas brought to City Mar
shal Robert A. Webster a very de
sirable gift In the form of an extra
fine smoking set. .It came |{rom
the boys rn tiie force who well know
Bob's particular hobby. Tiie present
was delivered by mistake at Marshal
Webster’s former home, the Harry A.
Mather residence on Purchase street,
but was recovered without the ne
cessity of a writ of replevin. And
now the smoke goes up the chimney
just the same.
’

The latest organization in the city

bulbs from the attractive Christmas bears the euphonious title of Royal

The ",V C.T.F. will meet Friday atffiree in front of the Summer street
2 30 at the Hume for Aged Women; residence of E. J. Davis, general su
hostess, Miss Ernestine Getchell; perintendent of the Lawrence Portleader. Miss Ada B. Young. It will' land Cement Company. Mr. Davis
be in the nature of a Christmas knows the culprit’s name, and prom

SALE HE ELECTRItAL APPLIANCES

ELKS HOME

Yesterday was “exchange day" on for a period which includes a holiday
and "the night before."
Main street.

George and South Thomaston and
Cushing will open Jan. 7.
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Order of Thomascats and It holds
forth every weekday night between
the hours' of 7 and 10.30 at C. C.
Walker's candy store, 10 Lafayette
square. On Sunday no Thomascats
are allowed. The order has about
35 charter members, and is officered
thus: President, C. C. Walker: vice
president. Capt. William Grover;
side guard, Alfred B. Lamb; outside
scrateher. Capt. Grover; chief tail
twister, Henson Ingraham.
It is
understood that the fnembers are
soon to assemble at the president’s
home for a lobster stew. These par
ticular Thomascats are well behaved
and the neighbors will not find it
necessary to hoard up bootjacks in
anticipation of the gathering.

About 20 members of the Junior
Harmany Club and friends joined in
singing Christmas carols to the. pa
tients at Knox Hospital. Inmates of
the jail and others Sunday evening.
The sound of the fresh young voices
in the sop. Christmas twilight was
very effective, and the kindly act
gave much cheer and help. During
their visit at the Hospital Rev. E.
O. K'nyon of St. Peter's church in
vited the young (people to -visit the
creche at the church. The courtesy
Many thlldren who reside on
was much appreciated.
Crockett's point know that there is

A county Legionnaire get-together
will be held tonight at 7.15 with all
the boys invited and requested to
wear their caps. A parade is pro
posed. with a fine entertainment and
a feed.

Two youngsters were arraigned in
Municipal
Court
this
morning
charged witli breaking and entering
at Crescent Beach inn. The arrests
were made by Marshal Webster and
Deputy Ludwick after an investiga
tion which was quickly completed.
It is well worth a trip up Park
street to see the handsome holiday
decorations worked out at tile Lewis
ton Buick Co. plant by Manager
Irving Beach. The spacious sales
room lias been transformed into a
forest bower with liberal use of
evergreen and splashes of color here
and there accentuating the beauty of
the ears sold by tile company with
special stress laid on the several
models of the new Buick.

A. T. THURSTON
NORTH APPLETON

The local school, Ruth Arrington,
teacher, observed Christinas Friday
afterpoon with a prettily decorated
room ind tree, Santa Claus who dis
tributed many presents and a fine
program as follows: Daddy’s Girl,
Dorothy Gushee; Merry Christmas
Wishes, Celia and Harland Cunning
ham: song, Welcome Christmas, five
girls and three boys: A Greeting,
Paul Gushee; Hang Up the Baby’s
Stocking. Leland Cunningham; I
Wonder, Marshall Conant; dialogue,
Elizabeth Meservey and Leland Cun
ningham. A Nice Kind; The Infant
King, Elizabeth Fish; pantomime,
On Christmas-* Eve , three pupils;
Aunt Jemima. Jesse Arrington. Jolly
Old St. Nicholas, Ruth Demyth;
Different Customs, Merrill Conant;
A Busy Lady, Esther Wadsworth;
dialogue, A Good Plan. Richard
Gushee and
Richard
Meservey; i
Christmas East and West, Eliza
beth Meservey; pantomime. Passing
On the Jcy, two girls; Christmas
Time, Lois Meservey; song. Silent
Night, five girls and three boys; ex
ercise, What Makes a Merry Christ
mas, two girls and two boys; song.
Olive Gushee; Under the Christmas
Tree, Richard
Meservey;
Santa
Claus. Roger Wadsworth. School has
closed for one week’s vacation.

Last Friday evening a little play ment «wa« in charge of Mrs. O. W.
let was given in the vestry of the Stuart and Mrs. Grace Colburn The
Littlclield Memorial church, the title vestry was pretily decorated by Mis
of which was known as “Christmas Hattie Kcnnpy. Mrs. Had e Gray and
At Timothy Corners.” The cast fol Mrst. Lillian Cotton. There was a’s,
lows: “Jkmny Jones,” Vernon Ken a tree bearing many presetn . under
ney;
“Peter Petins ill,” Brainerd the charge of Misses- Eva and Helen
Thurston; “Ezra Everett,” Howard Ames and Mrs. O. W. Stuart. Austin
Stuart; "Simon Slick,” William Stu Philbrook acted as Santa Claus. Re
art; "Bob Benson," Egebert Farn- pairs both outside and inside have
ham, Jr.: "Nate Green.’ Austin Brad- [ been made on the cliuVch during tiie
shaw. -‘V crony Jbl|nson/’ Dorothea ’ post months. The outside has been
Buckbard't; "Sue Stebbins.” Pearl j painted, members and friends
Hawksnvorth; “Pansy Post,” Frances I tributing to the good work. Ralph
Hammond; "Phoebe Farley,” Ruth Conant .presented the e’ectric lights
Stuart: “Polly Prue,” Doris HcrWrt; ( which have recently been installed in
"Miss Brown," Mrs. Mosher. There , the auditorium. Praise for renovatwas a large attendance. A silver col- I ing the north vestibule and audilection was taken. The entertain- torium belongs to the 1 adics’ Aid

The stage is all set for another
boxing carnival tomorrow- night.
Young Clukey of Dexter will meet
There will be a drill meeting of
Sonny Boy Liberi of Lynn. Mass., in
Knox Lodge Friday evening at 7.30
the main bout, and the Dexter boy
on the third degree. Monday evening
will do hi.-, darndest to keep the
the third degree will be worked on a
belt in Maine. Al IWilson of Rock
class of candidates followed by sup
land takes on a new customer in the
per. All those not solicited are asked
to take pastry or cake.
person of Fred Liberty of Biddeford.
ho is said to be tougher than the
Burpee's great after Christmas sale
proverbial pine knot. K. O. Taylor
a Santa Claus, and long ago their meets Ted Kid Meader of Waterville,
opens tomorrow. The greatest money
ASH POINT
saving event of the year in the fur
Hot baked beans for Saturday night sharp eyes and responsive hearts and Young Sukeforth will expose his
niture buying line. See advertise can be obtained at Perry’s Foodland identified him as Charles M. Cook. genial features to the flying fists of
Mr. anil Mis. Harvey Cline have
Every Yuletide Mr. Cook, assisted by Al McCromie.
ment on page two—adv.
Saturday afternoon.—adv.
none to Buffalo for the Winter.
his better half mobilizes all of the
Mr. and Mrs. George Hurd have
available kiddies and sends them to
Henry A. Howard of the firm of gone to Philadelphia for a visit with
d Theatre where they si
Howard & 'Brown left yesterday for their sons Kenneth and Shirley.
Florida, intending to divide his first
Roliert Harvey spent Christmas
week of tha season there between with his grandparents. Mr. and Mrs.
sweeimeats and the like by two East Coast cities which hq has
George King Ingraham Hill.
Lger Dondis, who has kiddies of never visited. Miami and Palm Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Ware were
wn. This year there were 40 in Unless they exercise an unlooked holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lawtarty, but in all there were 85 for hypnotic spell upon him. lie will
son Small.
received Christmas presents proceed to his old stamping ground.
Mr. and Mrs. Randall Dyer and son
Mr. and Mrs. Cook, and they St. Petersburg, where there are some Francis spent Christmas with Mr. and
io better reward than the grati- would-be checker champions to be
Mrs. L. E. Dyer.
wiiich the happy children he squelched, and where he will doubt
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Newhall
ld upon them. “Anybody who less prove that he is no mean hand
have returned to Boston.
1
the children that there is no at bridge. Mr. Howard will remain
Mr. and Mrs. Newman spent the
in the South untiL sometime in holiday with their son and daughter,
This is Very Fancy Tub Butter at tl le Lowest Price
March.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Haskell.
does not stand very high
Mrs. Florence E. MeConchle and
in Town. No Need to Pay More
A Christmas tree featured the meet daughter Athieen visited friends here
ing of the Lions yesterday, and there Sunday.
was a deal of humor expressed in pre
Mrs. Alice Pierce spent the week
Forty members of Claremont Com- senting toys which were afterward end with Mr.and Mrs. Arthur Brown.
turned over to City Matron Corbett
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Heard enter
to distribute in the most deserving tained a happy party Christmas day
■
These Are Not Just Ordinary Shouldplaces.
fir
Landlord
Keating
of
this program was carried out; Open
g ers, The^ Are Swift’s Circles, Which
11
including Mr. and Mrs. Herman
ing prayer. Sir Walter S. Rounds Hotel Rockland was given a pair of Drinkwater an dson Bert. Mr. and
■
Arc Specially Cured and Usually Sell
selection. Spirit of God. L'niversaiist skis, apropos of a recent skidding in Mrs. Elmer Curtis and children. Mr.
For Ten Cents a Pound More Than
Quartet; address, Sir Walter S. cident in which his motor car was and .Mrs. Maynard Curtis and daugh
Ordinary Shoulders.
Rounds; selection, iBIess the Lord. concerned. "Patchy” Saville did the ter. Mrs. Edith Ray and Charles
Quartet; toast to Grand Master. ‘Santy” stunt, and not being noted Hurd.
Genuine Eastport
Em. Sir Edward R. Veazie. response, for bjishfulness made a good job of it.
Em. Sir Freeman A. Stanley; selec Guests at the meeting were E. L.
Special meeting of the R.V.F.A. at
tion, Shepherds Good Care, quartet; Sargent. Wesley Wasgatt, H. P.
o'clock tomorrow night.
toast to Grand Commander, Rt. Em. Studley and O. E. Hughes. Charles
Sir Edward K. Gould: selection. T. Smalley resigned as secretary, hav
| Machine Sliced Rindless
A box alarm from 37 called the
Home Light, Quartet: toast to Em. ing been appointed to the responsible fire department to Belvidere street
Commander, Em. Sir Edward C. position of district director. A. E. Tuesday night where a brisk roof
Payson: selection. Blessed Lullaby Brunbcrg succeeds him as secretary. fire was in progress on one of the
quartet; toast to departed Knights.
Studley tenements. The blaze was
| All Kinds
Em. Sir Benjamin S. Whitehouse
easily handled, the new ladder truck
CLARK ISLAND
selection. Some Day—Some Blessed
proving its worth.
Day. Quartet; benediction. Sir Wal
ter S. Rounds. The address by Mr.
BORN
Mr. nnd Mrs. Peter McCourtie
Rounds was in a particularly happy spent Christmas witli Mr. and Mrs. GROSS Al Camden, Dec. 25, to Mr. mid Mts.
Einmcrlon Gross, a son.
vein, and the exercises as a whole Albert Seavey and daughter Marion
Heinz
HALL—At Thomaston, Dec. ‘JB, to Mr. and
were unusually successful.
of Long Cove.
Mrs. Sa.vward Hall, a son, Sayward.
Miss Minnie Cromwell of Rock
At Waterville. Dec. 21. to Rev.
All employes of tiie Postal Tele land passed Christmas at home with GRIFFITH
and Mrs. T. M. Griffith, formerly of Camden,
graph Cahle Co., including mes her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
d is probably the
a son.
This Ketchup is Absolutely Pure
sengers who have been in the service Cromwell and brother Charles CornOne of the
MARRIED
Best Ketchup Offered For Sale Tot
of the Company for one year or more well.
HASKELL -ii IRPElt—.At Rockland. Dee. 21.
are to receive vacations with full
Mr. and Mrs. Gust Milliquist spent
by Rev. Jesse Kenderdlne. Maurice Haskell
57 Varieties.
pay. This was announced Dec. 20 Christmas with Mr . and
and Ida Harper, noth of Rockland.
Mrs.
by Col. A. H. Griswold, executive Thomas Milliquist of Tenant's Har MORRIS-MLES—At Martinsville. Dee. 23. by
vice president. Col. Griswold ex bor.
Rev. S. E. Packard. Cecil Morris of St.
Borden’s Eagle Brand
George and Evelyn Niles of Rockland.
plained that the Company in the past
Mrs. 'Mary Baum \ind daughter WATTS-Et'GLEY At Waldoboro. Dec. 18. by
had granted vacations with ipay to and Mrs. Elizabeth Goss anil son
Rev. Henry O. Megcrt, John Watts and Miss
many of its employes but beginning Donald visited Christmas Day with
Stella Eugley.
Jan. 1st the plan x\ill be expanded Io Mrs. Baum’s son Joseph Baum of HOOPER-ADAMS At East Liberty. Dee. 1'
by Rev. Harold W. Nutter, Fred W. Hooper
include al! under tiie new plan. Those South Thomaston.
Armour’s
and Mary E. Adams, both of East Liberty.
who have been in the employ of
Mr. and Mrs. William Williams LUDWIG-JACKSON At Waldoboro. Dee. 22,
the Postal Telegraph for one year and son Jack of Camden spent
B ••••••
by Rev. H. O. Megcrt. Roy Ludwig and Miss
will receive one week while those Christmas witli John R. Williams
Katherine Jackson.
who have been in the Company’s and family of Clark Island.
service for two or more years will
DIED
John T. Williams came home last
• ••••• • M w w
receive two weeks’ vacation. Those Sunday from Knox Hospital hut re MERRIAM At Montreal. Canada. Per. 2(1,'
bntlle
('-.
daughter
of Cbarlea B, Merriam, ■
who have not now completed their mains in very poor health.
aged 33 years. Burial in Union.
vear but who will complete it by July
WHALEN—At Quincy. 'Mass.. Dec 25. Lura
first Nineteen Twenty 'Nine will be
wife of John Whalen of Ash Point, aged 57
Hot baked bean» for Saturday night
years. Funeral Friday at 1 o'clock from
eligible for a vacation at that time can be obtained at Perry’s Foodland
Burpee parlors.
Manager Pratt, his assistant opera Saturday afternoon.—adv.
HARRIMAN
—At South Thomaston. Dee. 25,
tor and messenger boy will be eligl
.Nancy J., widow of George Harriman, aged
hie here, and will be richly entitled
79 years. Funeral Thursday at 2 o’clock
ROCKLAND
from laic residence.
to the privilege.
Native Little Pig

(•.•raw;

1 Tub Butter 1b48c
1

Hot baked beans for Saturday night
can Ik» obtained at Perry’s Foodland
Siituiday afternoon.—adv.

MATTRESSES
We have a Large Lot of All Grades and All Size Mattresses which We Will Sell
At Once at From 25% to 50% of their regular price to clear for inventory.
SPECTACULAR MATTRESS BARGAINS !

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
LOUIS MARCUS. Proprietor
Tel: 980

313-319 Main Street

Rockland

1

1

1

The houses on Warren street were
i nveloped iu darkness for nearly two
hours Monday evening owing to
: me trouble with the electric light
ing system. Some of the people had
gas light:', some had their old lamps
and candles while others were left in
total blackness.

WITH A SPECIALTY OF

I

1

which has also just 'bought a new
comnrur >>i*»table. The Sural iy school
furnished themioney for the papering
and painting of the primary room.
The Ladies’ Aid is lndcfatigible in
its efforts for the good of tiie church.

a.• •

PERRY’S esaLt

| SMOKED SHOULDERS

499 MAIN ST

R
I

I
1
I

SLACK SALTED POLLOCK,! b.. .. .. ..... 12c

Aw
BREAKFAST BACON, lb... • •••••• 31c

CAMPBELL’S SOUPS, 3 cami.. .. .. .... 25c

1
1 KETCHUP, large bottle .... .. .. .. .. .... 21c

I1
I

ay.

I
I EVAPORATED MILK, 3 can
I HALIBUT, to fry or boil, lb.
I COD BITS, 2 lbs.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. ....... 2St
I TOLMAN SWEET APPLES, peck ... 29c
1| CORNED SHOULDERS, lb.
• • a a • • • 19c
AwV
I| FRESH DATES, in bulk, 2 Ibk... .. ..... . 25c
95c
1 PILLSBURY’S FLOUR, bag
New Crop

|

Lowest Price in Town

FIRE

Snow time is truck cover time
We can furnish them in all sizes and
weights. $4.50 up. Rockland Awning
Co. Tels. 1072-M, 862-R. Next to
C.M.P. Co.'s new block.—adv.

Gonia’s glassware sale begins Sat
urday. Save money by buying your
next year's Christmas presents now.
See display in south window. Gonia’s
—adv.
Call

I
1

Very Finest Local Crop

JOHNSON BEANS, quart..

• ••••••• 19c
A V

PERRY'S Ml IRKET
Owned and Operated by Lifelong Natives of Rockland

MITCHELL’S
TAXI SERVICE
Day or Night
If you noed a Truck call
Mitchell's Rto Speed Wagons
Charles J. Mitchell

We Go Anywhere
TEL. 527-X

155-3

ALARM

Main Street, Corner Limerock
Pacific and Meshanic streets,
near Snow’s Store
Cor. South Main and Mechanic
Tillson Avenue
Cor. Suffolk and Fulton Streets
Main Street, Corner North
Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
Main Street, Corner Park
Broad Street, Corner Grace
Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
Middle Street, opposite Fern
Main Street at Rankin Block
Knox County General Hospital
North Main Street, Cor. Warren
Camden and Front Streets
Head of Cedar Street
West Meadow Road
Camden Street, near F. B. Church
Maverick, Cor. Spruce
Militia Call
Veteran Firemen's Association
Out-of-town call
Chiefs Call
Repeated, No School

| SALADA TEA, Red Label; pkg.. .. ....... 39c

8

At Great Savings

an

I
j CONDENSED MILK, Urge can.. ...... 19c

I

Two »injl«

ftrgkes firo all out.

COVE1.L At Rockland. Dec 21. Fred W
Coveil. aged 78 years. Funeral Friday at
2 o’clock at Burpee parlors. —GILCHRIST—At Vlnalhaven. Dec. 22. John C.
Gilchrist, native of Fraserburgh. Scotland,
aged 71 years.
SIMMONS—At Waldoboro, Dei-. 121, Augusta
L., wife of George W. Simmons, agql 78
years.

Quality
Meats

Pure
Foods
462 MAIN ST.

FOR AFTER HOLIDAY BUYING

KIRKMAN'S

ROCKLAND

FANCY BRISKET

SOAP, 5 bars,

25c CORNED BEEF, lb.

25c, 35c

BONELESS

CAMPBELL'S

J

SOUP, all kinds, 3 cans,

25c SIRLOIN ROASTS, lb.,

45c

SUCAR CURED

• BLUE LABEL

' KETCHUP, large bottle,

19c BACON, strip or piece, lb.,

MACARONI, SPAGHETTI
NOODLES

BOILED

ALIVE

Lb. 39c

FANCY ROASTING

SUNNYFIELD

CORN FLAKES, 3 pkgs,

LOBSTERS
Lb. 49c

4 pkgs. 25c

25c

19c CHICKEN, lb.,

49c

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our thanks and appre
ciation to neighbors and friends fur their kind
ness and sympathy during our recent, sorrow;
also for the floral offerings.
Mr. and Mrs. it. A Simmons and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Winehcnbaeh and family.
Waldoboro.
CARD OF THANKS

Wc wish to thank all those who so gener
ously contributed supplies Hud money lor the
Christmas dinners sent out by the Vnlversalist church, wc especially thank Morris B.
Pcrrv. Robert V. Stevenson and J. Albert
Jameson, also those who so kindly helped to
solicit, pack and distribute the dinners.
Lucy E. Rhodes, chairman of committee.

FANCY YOUNG

LUX

TOILET SOAP, 3 cakes,
FAIRY

SOAP, 5 cakes,

Leonard C

Thomaston,

Stetson nnd family.

*

FOWL, lb.,

43c

MEDIUM SIZE

21c OYSTERS, pint,

8c

GRANDMOTHER’S BREAD, Large Loaf,

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to express our heartfelt thanks
for the many acts of kindness aud sympathy
extended to us during the lllnesa and death
of our dear one: also for the beautiful floral
offerings.
|

22c

TO

Fame TEA
C®.

Every-Other-Day
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LOOKING SOUTHWARD

Some Reasons Why We Can

Afford

To

Be

Friendly

Found Cupid in a
Hospital

Grandmother Knew
there was nothing so good for conges
tion and colds as mustard. But the
'old-fashioned mustard plaster burned
and blistered.
Musterole gives the relief and help
that mustard plasters gave, without
the plaster and without the blister.
Gently rub it in. See how quickly the
pain disappears.
Try Musterole for sore throat,
bronchitis, tonsillitis, croup, stiff
neck, asthma, neuralgia, headache,
congestion, pleurisy, rheumatism,
lumbago, pains and aches of the back
or joints, sprains, sore muscles, bruises,
chilblains, frosted feet, colds of the
chest (it may prevent pneumonia).

H-H-H-d-iH-i-K-i-H-K-H-H-HH-

rLORlDA

KITCHEN

By CORONA REMINGTON

MIAMI’S
Ideal Retort Hotel

CUP3OARD

Convenient to all points of interest—Modern in every way.
itDl'T, Hurry,” the girl renionAn enjoydble view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
strated, “if I married I would
By NELLIE MAXWELL
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.
Present interest in South America
have to give up my profession.
’
J
*****
1
'!
1
'*"!"*
1
^"1"»
‘
I
"I
Think whut that would mean, und
is heightened by the Good Will tour
how I worked during those three
A man who Is willing to
which President-elect Hoover is maktake another’s opinion, has to
years of training. And I love It, I
ng among the nations to the south of
exercise
his judgment in the
Harry; I love to feel that I am a '
choice of whom to follow,
Coner Second St. and tat Ave.
tiny unit equipped and willing to |
.he United States.
which is often as nice a mat
RATES: (European)
(June n
relieve suffering.”
Booklet
A resume of the remarkable contri
ter as to judge of things for
Ociobei)
Single va.-v .o »,.C0 daily
“Yes, but you don't seem to real
on
one’s
*elf.—Ol’vcr
Wendell
butions South America has made to
Double
*5.
CO
ta
$12.
CO
daily
Kctmcrc Club
Application
ize that you'd relieve my suffering
Holmes
Hocct
civilization and the usual geographiDining Room Service Unsurpassed
u whole lot, Edith, If you'll marry
H.H.Mase
me,” said the doctor sadly. “It
?al features of that continent are conTasty Fcszs
Owner
Jars & Tubes
isn’t ns if I could marry simply for
ained in a communication to the Na
TASTY and refreshing ns well
a home.”
us nutritious salad for warm
tional Geographic Society by Dr. John
“Don't Harry, for gooJness sake.
days is:
)liver La Gorce, its vice president.
I must go hack to the hospital now,”
Shrimp
Salad.—If
the
fresh
"In Peru originated the potato, the
slie said glancing at her watch.
shrimps may he procured so much
world’s greatest single crop; Chile
“I’m on duty again nt three and
the better. If not, use the canned
contributes the guano fertilizer which
there’s an operation from the char
variety, which are very good. Cut
rejuvenates the soil of many lands;
ity ward."
into small pieces, mix with an equal
"That's a fact. 1 eearl, forgot
he pampas of Argentina bestow
Better than a mustard platter
amount of tiuel.v cut tender celery,
my case. I’m operating on a little
neats and wool upon millions outside
a minced pimento or two. one-half
aer borders; Brazil helped make pos and the silver, copper, gold. iron, and fellow—want to try to fix his hark,
a green pepper, a hit of scraped
sible the automobile by teaching the tin deposits of various countries.
i hut don’t know whether I can. He’s
onion or onion juice, salt, paprika
use of rubber—to mention only a few
“The Andes are the Alps of South 1 walked on crutches all his life—was
and plenty of good salad dressing,
>f the important economic services of America—only on a tremendously here last summer for a broken hip.
l’ut away to searon and chill for
That’s when 1 got interested in him
he continent," Dr. La Gorce writes.
large scale. Everything in South
an hour “r two before serving
aji.1 persuaded Ids guardian to let
America, seems scaled large, espe- ( tie try at Ids hack."
ti me.
They Buy Our Products
furopean ■
daily in contrast to classic Old World •
Creamed Salt Codfish.—For those
“Oh, he's an orphan,” salo the
"The United States and South
Plan. Qveriooktnq Citu
standards.
who
enjoy
an
occasional
dish
of
girl, her yes soft with sympathy.
American countries have always
Park and Beautiful
good codfish, try I his; Soak a half
"The continent '..as twice the area “We must do something to cheer
manifested their friendship by their
Biscayne bay. In the.
pound or less of the lisli shredd“'l
f Europe, yet its people number only him up.’’
rade. In a recent year Argentina
or flaked and put to soak in warm
center of all activities.
“He doesn’t need cheering up.
bought three-eighths of her imports about two-thirds the combined popu
water, bring lo I lie simmering poiul
from our country; Brazil spent in the lations of France and Italy. People He’s the happiest little beggar you
and cook live minutes, then drain.
have
plenty
of
elbowroom
in
a
con

ever
saw.
What
he
needs
is
mother
'nited States approximately one-half
Add to a rich white sauce, using
if her expenditure for imports, and tinent of natural wonders, rich re- J love and roper food. The woman
one cupful of thin cream, two ta
sources,
and
progressive
governi who cares for him now acts as if
'bile gave the United States practiblespoonfuls each of butter melted
ments.
she thought all children should he
•ally the same proportion of her forwith u dash of cayenne and salt if
chloroformed at birth."
‘
So
towering
and
so
extensive
are
•
‘ign purchases. Colombia was an
needed.
Serve with new boiled
An hour Inter Doctor Morton and
he
Andes
Mountains
that
if
all
the
1
•qually good customer in proportion
potatoes cooked in their Jackets
Nurse Johnson were standing be
highlands
were
plowed
down
and
all
o her total importations, while Peru
and then peeled.
side the operating table on which
Hamburg Steak.—To one and oneave the United States nearly two- he lowlands were filled up, the con lay the figure o' a tiny, big-eye.'
half pounds of liamburg steak add
hirds of her total foreign orders. tinent would be a plateau 1.312 feet boy.
BOCKLtl AND IMOLMAIION FtJfcNIStltD ON RtQDtST
two slices of salt pork finely
More than two-thirds of Venezuela's above sea level, and 820 feet of this |
“Just take a nice long breath und
ould be represented by the material •
chopped, one-half cupful of soft
■reign business was done with Amergo to sleep," the anesthetist said
stale bread cniiubs, one egg and
:n houses and, in Ecuador, the pro- which constitutes the Andes.’’
cheerfully.
three-fourths of a teaspoonful of
o: tion was 45 per cent.
“If I'm going to sleep 1 got to
salt, a half cupful of thick canned
“In our turn we bought more than
say my prayers,” declared the hoy.
Regular Sailings from
tomato and a tablespoonful o(
alf of the exports of Chile, Colombia.
“I’ll say 'em to Doctor Harry "
chopped onion.
Mix and roll and
y ^uropean Excursions
Morton took die little fellow In
I’eru and Venezuela, nearly half of
cover when in the roasting pan
his arms and the boy. burying Ills
hose of Brazil, and nearly a third of
with narrbw strips of salt pork.
curly head in the doctor's shoulder
those of Argentina.
Boast forty-live minutes to an hour,
began:
"To the geographer these figures
By Edwin RoWrt Pet re
* NEW YORK
hasting often, first with hot water
Steamer CORNISH freight only leaves
tell far more than a profitable busi
then with the liquor from the pan.
Now 1 lay me down to sleep.
Rockland for Boston Wednesdays and
ness relationship, they betaken a
Brown two tshfespoonfuls of flour,
And I pray the Lord my soul to
Saturdays, at about 5.45 P. M.; leaves
ONE OF AMERICA’S
GOING TO SCHOOL IN ITALY
mutual dependency based on mutual
keep.
add one cupful of the liquid from
Rockland for Bangor and Intermedi
GREAT HOTELS
needs. It is a happy geographic fact
If I should die before 1 wake,
the pan and a tnldespoonful or two
ate landings. Tuesdays and Fridays
The friends whom I meet in Italy
1 pray the Lord my soul to take.
hat our two continents, thrown into
of butter; cook until smooth and
at about 5.30 A. M.
W’ith bath—
•lose proximity, need each other and. in the summer often object to my
thick and serve with the meat.
’’Anien," whispered the doctor
Single $4.00 Double $7.001
n sa many ways, complement each suggestion that they spend a winter
Steamer WESTPORT, freight and
Guava and Swiss Cheese Sand
fervently.
And upward
passengers, leaves Rockland for Bar
other.
wiches.—Slice white breail onehere, that it will interfere with the
“Goodnight," smiled the boy,
Harbor an I intermediate landings,
fourth of an in?h thick, cut into
Physical Geography Unique
Wilh hot and cold water—
placing
a
moist
kiss
on
the
doctor's
children's schooling.
Not at all.
Tuesdays and Fridays at 7.30 A. M.,
finger-sized strips and spread each
Single $3.00 Double $5.50 |
"Ti|e physical geography of South
cheek.
tor Brooklin and intermediate landwith softened butter and arrange
There are English schools in Italy,
America is fascinating. It is distinAnd upward
"Good-night, pretty nurse," Billy
ng- on Mondays and Thursdays at
thin strips of cheese with guava or
and if I may speak for your children.
uished by the absence of clearly dewaved to Edith.
7.30 A. M.
any preferred jelly ami garnish
am sure they will when grown, be
F. A. Muschenheim
"Good-night, you precious thing,”
’ned watersheds between its great
with chopped nut meats.
ever grateful to you for a winter’s she said, holding him close for a
iver basin's. From the Orinoco delta
<($. 1928. Western Newspaper L'u’on.)
schooling in that wonderful land. I minute.
o the Rio de a Plata estuary there is
TIMES SQUARE
know of six sifeh schools in Florence,
o-o
—<>••<> »o::>-o-o-o-o
"Y
’
ou
and
Doctor
Harry
are
nice
’most a continuous overlapping of four in Rome, and one each in ViaranoAOwAv
T. - 4 5 S T.
to
kiss
—
Aunt
Jenny
Isn't,
”
volun
STEAMSHIP LINES
hese basins. In southern Venezu- eggio, Rappallo, Alassio and Naples.
teered
the
child.
lai*where that country thrusts a po- There are prohablv others, but these ,
It
seemed
ages
before
they
could
itlcal peninsula into northern Brazil, are all good winter places where no ’
hejow the town of Esmeralda, the hardship is found in the weather. I ! determine the outcome of the op
By EDNA PURDY WALSH
waters of the upper Orinoco suddenly shall be glad to send the names of • eration, and night after night the
two watched the little fellow strug
lecide to part company, some of them these schools to any who are inter
fcNever a Dull Momerl in
O—O—O—O—OEO—O—O—O—O
gling for life.
reaching the Amazon and the sea ested. Some are for boys and some
“He's such a delicate little chap
ICRIDAS WONDEP$PCt
through the Brazo Casiquiare and the for girls and in all there are splen that even if we do pull him out of
To Secure Greaseless Broth
others forcing their ways to the low- did opportunities, to perfect oneself this he hasn't much chance with
SUALLY one waits overnight
Since 1840 thia firm hat
•r*Orinoco over the rapids of the in Iridian. Boarders’ fees are from out proper care and nourishment."
for greaseless broth or stew,
faithfully aerved the fami
JLF
tamp
#
in
the
bay
?:oded mountain barriers at Maipures one hundred lira a year, though some
for the grease to Itarden so that it
“It’s a sin," murmured the girl
lies of Knox County.
and Atures.
cun be easily removed. By the
go much higher. With a few Ameri vehemently. “And he's so beauti
k/ewest and Most Distlnctiw Resort
Lady Attendant
“Although the communications be can exceptions, the teachers are ful and so hoppy and so Intelligent.
“great horned spoon" and a fun
C/Iin the Sunshine State-On the Beaut
Tai. Day 450; Night 711-1
nel, however, instantaneous grease
■.veen the Amazon and the Rio de la graduates from British universities He has t. right to a chance.”
iful West Coast-Convenient to afl Ronda
AMBULANCE SERVICE
less broth ntay tie secured.
Pla‘ta basins are net so marked as and the atmosphere of the lecture
The night that Billy took a turn
DAWS JSIAHDS HCTD/S
When a funnel is put into the
those between the Amazon and the rooms is not very different from for the better the doctor and nurse
CharmingSwounJt
i/tntfs
soup kettle upright, the broth from
rinoco basins, there are numerous what the scholar is used to at home. celebrated by going out to dinner
*
~iiiit'P-L Ct^ifiitccntestainmentjoi
O^F'ilcdiiviuiimiit'faahtia
the bottom of the kettle, which is
together.
places where the flip of a bird's wing
ROCKLAND, ME.
•^~^5kMirasol
greaseless, comes up to the large
■ ‘It's such a triumph for you.”
he direction of the wind, the abundCALIFORNIA GROWING
part of the funnel, where it may
Edith smiled across the ta' e.
0AVK ISLANDS.-AMP*
ince of local rains, the formation of a
he skimmed off with a l rge spoon
<and-bar. or the slip of a bit of land, Rockland Man Makes Startling Dis
Resort
"Yes, I'm happy about it, but I’m
and put into a cup.
nay determine the destiny of a drop
Luxury
coveries Concerning Big Western happier still that Billy won’t have
The amateur gardener has found
to be a cripple for life. At least
f water, whether it shall flow past
State.
.Moderate Cost
the funnel a good digger. Its
he has a chance to make his own
Para or Buenos Aires.
FIRST OR SECOND MORTGAGES
European
M~up
Daily
living now.
Rockland, Dec. 24.
ClN REAL ESTATE
*
Nature’s Prodigal Blessings
American*56"up
Weekly
Editor of The Courier-Gazette; —
"Harry, I’m proud of you.” Im
HARRY
BERMAN
“Nature has been prodigal of her
gachtc Inchoraye at the Poor
One of the greatest surprises of the 1 pulsively the girl put out her haDd
423 MAIN ST. ROOM 3
blessings to South America—bless- recent election is the vote of Cali- I toward him.
TEL. 426-M
ROCKLAND
ngs which, in some instances, are fornia. The official vote of that •
He took It and pressed It gently
____________________
Ill.Th-ljust being revealed.
state just published is: Hoover, as he looked Into the serious blue
OAVIS ISLANDS TAMPA
“A rich asset of our eastern sea 1,162,323; Smith. 614.356; Thomas, eyes, so full of feeling.
On the Boulevardboard of North America has been its 19,595; ’Foster, 112; total, 1.796.386. i
BLAKE B. ANNI8
“That means more to me than
Onthe bayrugged, indented coast line, which af This gives no account of prohibition anything else on earth,” he an
Chiropractor
Delightful Atmosphen
fords sheltering harbors from Maine scattering or defective ballots, yet, swered solemnly.
111 Limerock 8traat
to Florida. South America’s coast if multiplied by three it indicates a ,
Goodhnrs.
(Comer Lincoln)
The girl flushed and drew her
Sunshine ,
ine is more regular; hut she has what population of 5,389,158, a gain since hand a,vay and was vexed with
Lady in attendance
Amer ican Plan
andtlru''; '
now is proving an even greater boon the census, Jan. 1, 1920 to Oct. 1, 1928 herself afterward for having done
Phone 1181
Weekly
Wonderful 1
I
navigable rivers of enormous length or 8% years of 1,962,297 a gain of • so. A shade of pain passed across
Painlaaa Syatam
AAAAdtal.
-Nature-made canals which offer 224.262 per year. This will make the the doctor's face, but he said noth
of Adjuating
ready transportation to regions of population Jan. 1st, 1928, 5.220.957 in- j ing.
•<ome of her richest products.
"I’m a brute,’’ she thought “Why
stead of 4.556.000 as estimated in the |
WALTER D. HALL, M. D.
“Our Mississippi and its tribu Census Bureau’s figures issued last : did I do that? And lie’s so wonder
In Fine Resort.Area
taries have 17.OQ0 miles of navigable March, an under-estimate of 664,957! ful and gentle and good. What Is
Hrs opened an office at
waters, the major portion of them ex
‘What will Mr. Hoover say? Will he , it that always makes me rebuff
Send
for
Handsome
FREE
BOOKLET
407
MAIN
STREET
ROCKLAND
him?"
ceedingly shallow. The Amazon and not get out the Big Stick?
The evening was a total failure
its tributaries have twice as many
If th? gain of 224.262 per year con- I
'FLCRtDAS
WONDER
SPOT*
Office
Hours
1-3
and
7-8 P. M.
tdiurp spout will burrow quickly
miles, and several times as many tinues. it will give California a gain and Edith could think of nothing
Profusely Illustrated ADDRESS,
into tlje ground, pulling up suffi
Telephone Rockland 1157
to
say
In
parting
that
could
make
miles! capable of accommodating by Jan. 1, 1930 of 2.242,620 and a
PFBRINE5W
%MUMNLlWMfLA
cient dirt to leave a hole just the
148-tt
ocean-going steamers, which, for ex population of 5,679.481. As ^he has It easier. All night .he tossed with
tAtso OpCHtmo HotelPilgrim. Plymouth. Hass)
right depth for planting. With a
grief and remorse and welcomed
ample, ascend 2,300 miles to Iquitos about 2% times the area of all the
slight tap the dirt remaining in
the dawn and the coming activities
while vessels of 14-foot draft can New England States, there appears to
R. H. BRITT
the spout is then loosened for cov
of the day. She was both glad and
ascend nearly 500 miles beyond that be room for quite a few more yet.
ering up the seed.
afraid when the time came for Doc
Civil Engineer
point.
Jesse A. Tolman i tor Morton's morning visit, but Billy
The funnel also makes a good
“South America takes that for
strawberry and fruit washer in the
seemed especially happy as he chat
220 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
absence of a strainer.
KEPT SANTA BUSY
granted; but we of the United States
tered away unconscious of the
Surveys, Maps, Plana, Eetimatee,
(©, 1927, Western Newspaper Union.)
marvel when we realize that it is as
strained relations of the two.
Consultations
th' ugh one could travel on a ship of Christmas Trees By the Million
“I expect you'll be able to go
Were Cut In Territory Covered By home in a few weeks now.” the doc
14-f H»t draft from New York direct
ANNUAL MrFTING OF THF. SECURITY
TRUST COMPANY
Maine Central.
to Salt Lake City by way of Chicago
tor smiled.
The annual meeting of the stockholders o!
HOWARD
xSilaated oa a beaotifol park
and Cheyenne. A glance at a map of
"Don't want to go home," wallet the Security Truxt Company will be held al
Displaying an ensemble of palms a.)d
More than ta million Christmas the boy.
Dentist
Its banking r<ioms at Rockland. Maine, o:
South America reveals that South
“Want you and pretty
trnp-.cal plants, . overlooking Lias
rees were cut in the territory of the nurse to be my papa arid mamma." Tuesday. Jan. 8,. 1929. at 19 o'clock a. m.. foi
Dental X-Ray and Diagnoela
Worth with a view of Palm Beach oa
America has the finest system of in
choice of a Board of Directors and an
(be opposite shore.
Maine Central Railroad, according to Clinging to the doctor's big hand the
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to B
land waterways in the world.
Executive ( ommittee for the ensuing year, and
lib rooms—each with private bath ,,»
figures made public by the company. he tried to choke down the soh in for the transaction of such business as may
OPEN EVENING8
European Plan . . . Moderate rates
Vast Untapped Resources *
The railroad handled 729 cars. In his throat "Don't want to go home!" I letrxily come befnre them.
BY APPOINTMENT
electric heat irt all rooms.
With South America
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Mysfery Story of the Very First Order
It mover at a rapid pace and
has a fine vein of humor, but .
some of the events are so weird
as to be absolutely creepy and
not explainable on any earthly
basis; apparently manifesta
tions from an unseen world.

EASTERN

TRY THIS

BURPEE

UNDERTAKERS

F

U

I)AVIS JL
ISLANDS;

BURPEE’S

5k

Th rolling and Fascinating
Serial to Be Printed in
The Courier-Gazette—Welch for it

LOANS

lb Valmer,b

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

neo

CHIROPRACTIC

HOTEL

i5r. e7b.

©TMt

HORIZONTAL
1- Stimulate
2- Prefix meaning
“bealde”
9-0ne who meaaurea
by steps
10-On the watch
12- Roof of mouth
13- A name of contempt
15- Wander
16- Mlssed fire
18-Edge
20-Moored to aa to
prevent twinging
by tide
22-Tapestry
23- Place In difficulty
24- Fruit of a tree
26- Affirmatlve
27- Drives, aa a coach
28-The long way
around In motoring
30- Frult of a plant,
with firm shell

<pl.)

31- Consplcuoua

32- Rock that splits Into
slabs
35-Was stocked to
overflowing
39- Arrange
40- Pronoun
'}
42-Stroke In golf

INTERNATIONAL SYNDICATE

VERTICAL (Cont.;
43- Those not in office ,2-Current value
14- Produce
44- Footgear
15- Exc.amation of
46- Slender
admiration
47-Terrltory (abbr.)
17-Exactns.ss
48- Groundnuts
50- Lord Lieutenant of 19-State of confusior
21-Region near
Ireland (abbr.)
equator
51- One who makes
23-Hangers on who
sales
solicit business
53-Stops
25-Attendant
55- Leglslatlve
27-Harmonized, as in
assembly (pi.)
shade
56-Command
29- Decay
57- Repose
30- Obtain
58- Ceaaatlon from
32- Blot
motion
33- Hints
VERTICAL
34- Bitter aversion
1- Measure for liquids 36- One who runs a
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

(abbr.)
2- Potato-llke plant
(pl.)
3- Famous volcano
4- Gloomy
8-South American
pasture lands

6- Drug-furnlshlng
plant (pl.)
7- Tear
8- Refuge
9- Blrd
11-Extreme fear

“The map also reveals the wonder
‘ale of South America’s future—her
future of commercial importance, be
cause she holds so much wealtfi in
natural resources which the world
needs.
“There are delineated the vast ex
tent of the rubber forests of the Ama
zon basin; the regions whence Argen
tina. Paraguay. Uruguay, Colombia
and Venezuela draw their valuable
exports of cattle, hides, mutton, and
wool; the nitrate lands of Chile and
Peru; the rich coffee, sugar, and
cacao plantations of Brazil, the
Guianas, Venezuela and Colombia

Solution to Previous Puzzle

flouring mill
37- Afflictions
38- Prefix meaning

“half”
40- Husky
41- Lethargy
44- Vegetable (pl.)
45- Steady gaze
48- Apology
49- Soapy water
52-Be situated
54-Regulate

?TH«

iTCRfUTIOM^ tVNOtCATeT

addition it received 158 cars from
other roads. Some of the shipments
went as far as Florida, Illinois, Mis
souri, Michigan and Wisconsin.
Massachusetts received 116 cars
and New York 107.
Sixty-eight cars left Beecher Falls,
Vt., the point of heaviest shipping.
The largest shipping point in Maine
was Columbia Falls in Washington
county, with East Machias, Bucks
port. Perry. ‘Pembroke and .Waldo
boro close behind.
The industry, for it lias grown into
one in the past 40 years, is not de
structive forestry. The trees cut for
the yuletide are young trees growing
out in the .open where they have
little chance to develop into good
timber.

,knPt r?Vea,,ng‘

(|
.
I
:

K

1

Rnekland. Me . Ilee. l'l. l '2S,I!li' ll'cTh-’

“All right, sonny.
Ill be your '______________________________________
dad anyway, but I don’t kuow
annual hefting of the rockland
whether the pretty nurse'll help us
national bank
nt nr not I orri knows how we’ll '
Roller la hereby given that the annual meet
out or not. Lora Knows now we II . lnK o, tj)(, Stoekholdera of the Rockland Na
manage without her.”
tional Bank will be held at its banking rooms
on Tuesday, January 8, 1929. at 10 o’clock
“Of course I’ll be your mother.
a. nu to fix the number of and elect a Board
dear," said Edith, coming forward.
of Directors for the ensuing year, and to
• “Goodie! Goodie!” cried the boy.
transact such other business as may properly
come before I he meeting.
“And we'll live 'way out In the
Per order,
country and have a garden and
J W ROBINSON, Cashier
plant oatmeal and oranges in It."
Rockland, Me., Dec. 6, 1928.
146-Th“You bet we will," said the doc
tor, taking the pretty nurse In his ANNUAL MEETING OF THE THOMASTON
NATIONAL BANK
arms right before the amazed little
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
boy.
the Thomaston NaHonal Bank, for choice of
(Copyright.)

Lightning and Atoms
In a new effort to solve the rid
dle of atomic energy, two Germ.in
scientists are attempting to cap
ture lightning of sufficient voltage
to free the energy pent up In atoms.
They believe they can obtain 5,(XKl,000 volts.

Administration of the Schick test
for diphtheria and the Dick test for
scar’et fever is compulsory for all
pupils between certain ages in Gov
ernment schools of Mexico, under re
cent presidential
decree.
Pupils
showing susceptibility to either dis
The hen that lays a small egg is a
ease must take immunization treat
ment. Tests and treatment are given bad influence. It takes nerve to cull
by public health and school physi her out of the flock, especially if she
cians.—School Life.
is a high producer, but rigid culling
of small-egg hens must be done to
WHFN IN NEW YORK—Remember tlial yeti
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with improve the flock and to avoid price
the home news, at llotaling's News Agency,
cuts that go with small eggs.
308
40th street.

directors, and such other business as ma
legally come before them, will he held at their
banking fooms on Tuesday, January 8, 1929, at
1.30 o’clock p. m.
Per order.
.1 WALTER STROUT, Cashier
Thomaston. M. . Dec ", 1928.
146-Th-

Tol. 1020

Open all Year
RRNRY J. DYNES. Uyr.

wi7 main ST.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland

fo*

Augusta,t8.05 a. m., t2.‘20p. m., |5.55 p. m.
Bangor, |8.05a. m., to..55 p. ra.
Boston, |8.05 a. m., t2.20 p. ra., §2.40 p. m.
Brunswick, |8.05 a. m., |2.20 p. m., §2.40 p. in.
|5.55 p. m.
*
Lewiston, f8.05 a. m., |2.20 p. m , §2.40 p in.
New York, f2.20 p. m., §2.40 p. in.
Portland, |8.05 a. in., t‘J-20 p. m., §2.40 p. in.
t5.55 p. m.
Waterville, f8.05 a. m., f2.20 p. m., t5.55 p. in.
t Daily, except Sunday.
§ Sunday only.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
WIXTF.lt AKRAXGEMEXT

ROCKLAND

Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson
Dentist
WO Main SL
nocivland
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tai. tSS-M
Office Hours—9 to II—1 to (
Rvenlnas he Appointment

~DR. E L. SCARLOTT
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBaath)
Osteopathic Physician

By Appointment—Tel. 138
15 Limerock St.
Rockland
Graduate ot America! School of
n«teopathe

Steamer leaves Swan's Island at 5.30 A. M.,
Stonington 6 30. North H/tven 7.30, Vlnal
haven 8.15, due* to arrive at Rockland about DR. LINWOOD T. ROGERS
THE GEORGES NATIONAL BANK
9.30.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 I'. M.,
Osteopathic Phyairian
The Georges National Bank of Thomaston will Vinalhaven 2.45, North Haven at 3.45, Ston
he held at hanking rooms of said bank on ington at 4.45 ; due io arrive at Swan's Island
Tuesday, January 8, 1929 at 10 o’clock, a. m, about 6.15 P. M.
398 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
for the following purposes, to wit:
137-tf
Telephone 1295; Residence 253-M
1st. To sec if the stockholders will vote to
amend Sec. 3 of the articles of association so
79-tf
as to now read,The Board of Directors shall
consist of not less than five and not more than
ten shareholders. The number of directors
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
elected at each annual meeting shall con
stitute the board for the year.
i
Office
Hours: I to I and 7 to P. M
PLUMBING,
HEATING
2nd. To fix the number and elect a hoard
r
of I) rectors for the ensuing year, and fo
I
Residence
until t A. If., end by
Telephone 244-W
transact any other business that may legally
come before them.
106
Pleasant
Street
Rockland
Appointment. Telephone 118
Per order
L. S. LEVENSALER
THOMASTON, ME.
Thomaston, Maine, Dec. 5, 4928.
14C-TU-2

I

Evefy-OtEer-Day

Rockland Couriej--Gazette, Thursday, December 27, 1928

,”^SS Help Check
Infjuenza!

T-A-T-FLAGSHIP.THE “COLUMBUS
WILL BE COL. LINDBERGH’S OFFICERS

Local People Urged to Help
Prevent Epidemic Spreading

and Sleeping Quarters.
AKE three or tour steps to
ward what you imagine the
future airplane will be like
and you have the “flying office,”
built tor Colonel Charles A. Lind
bergh, Major Thomas G. Lanphier
and other officers ot the Transcon
tinental Air Transport.
The big plane has just been de
livered by the Ford Motor Com
pany, which constructed it accord
ing to custom design. In aviation
history it is unique, being the first
airplane actually built aa a mobile
business headquarters.
The Transcontinental Air Trans
port will use this soaring office in
completing preparations for the be
ginning next March of the first
combination air and rail passenger
service across the continent, in
which it will cooperate with the
Pennsylvania Railroad, and for con
tact work once the service gets
into swing. Consequently the plane
may swoop down without notice
at any airport between the two
coasts, or in the open country tor
that matter, because the plane is
in fair measure self sufficient.

T

Berths With Electric Lights
It has its own sleeping compartI ments—upper and lower—of the
(measurements of the ordinary Pullrman berth, while its chairs may be
| made reclining and comfortable for
^snoozing purposes by any so dis' posed. The berths have electric
lights, so one may read in them
before dropping off to sleep. In the
forward section ot the cabin is a
compact refrigerator, probably the
first designed solely for airplane
use. It has three compartments,
one tor ice, one for sandwiches,
the regulation diet of the aviator,

food may be car
ried as well.
The plane has
been designated
the "flying office"
because it was
fitted
out pri
marily for busln e s s purposes,
but it ha3 been
christened the
* * Columbus, ’ ’ a
name appropriate
both because ot
1 t a pioneering
connotation and
because
Colum
bus, Ohio, will be
the first terminal
At Top—Flagship of the T. A. T. fleet, which
of the transcontiwill be used by Col. Lindbergh, Major Lanphier
n e n t a 1 service,
and others as a "flying office.’’ (Below) Inte
where passengers
rior view of the cabin, showing the desk at
who have taken
which business will be conducted. Behind the
the sleeper from
chairs to the left are upper and lower sleeping
New York or
compartments.
Philadelphia will
leave their train
for the day Journey westward by Whitney "Wasp” Motors, develop
air.
ing a high speed ot ±35 miles an
In the center ot the cabin is a hour and a cruising speed of 115
desk of special design, on either miles an hour. It points to several
side of which are two comfortable, aviation developments, important
leather-upholstered chairs. A fil among them being the use of a
ing cabinet serves also as a type new material for the cabin walls.
writer table, and before it is a
An engineering problem with the
typist’s chair. Letters and reports
walls of an airplane cabin has been
may be dictated while the plane is
to find a very light material that
en route, and there will be no lost
time in copying these after the will retain heat inside the plane,
exclude noise and at the same time
plane reaches the ground.
The ’IColumbus" is a tri-motored, afford the necessary rigidity and
ail metal Ford transport, ot the wearing qualities. The solution
general design and lines of the was found in the Ford-developed
planes that will be used by the ply-metal, consisting oi two layers
Transcontinental Air Transport in of aluminum between which has
the combination air and rail pas been pressed a layer of balsa wood,
senger service. It is equipped with the latter weighing much less than
three 400 horsepower Pratt and cork.

which is flooded for a sign of ice.
Supt. H. B. Clifford of Boothbay
School closed Dec. 21 for a week's Harbor visited the school here last
vacation.
week.
Mr. and Mrs. William Stanley have
Mrs. 1.. Rae l’ullen spent a few days
returned home after spending several in Rockland qnd Pa.pthliny refently.
keeks ate Manse).
('apt. Bari Starrett made a trip here
EAST LIBERTY
last Thursday from Thomaston with
Lenora Lewis Kish whose death
freight en the Gov. Douglass.
Mr«. .Bari Fluids spent Thursday in occuiTe 1 recently, was one of, the
olden time teachers in this neigh
iooltlbsry Harbor.
jj Capt. Fold Davis returned home borhood, and friends here were very
1
Week after attending the funeral -orry to hear of her death. Sympathy
s extended to the bereaved ones.
tils trisjer at New Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Hooper and Will
Archie Brown returned to Itorktnd on' the Gov. Douglass Thursday H’oqpe^ with their son Fred and his
bride are cozily settled in the new
Ir the winter.
Lobster traps were put off here re- home (the John SukJforth place)
(Itly and the smack Emily, (’apt vhieh they recently bought. They
than Osier, gathered in G.000 have installed a system which gives
them running water in the house and
inds and went to Portland,
diss Josephine Davis Is home foi later will make other improvements.
Frank P. Emerson has a bed of
winter after a visit of several
ts with (riends In Hyde Park and oansies on the northwest side of his
’ome from which he has been able to
ineetieut.
Site Head Coast Guard boat nick -bouquets in full bloom every
pt.> Wallace Brown and Capt. week thus far this season.
»w, niSdc u trip here from Thomaslait Week with Mr. and Mrs
Hooper-Adams
tarie-.i Dyer. Mrs. Dyer is slowly
A very pretty wedding occurred at
overt ng from an operation at !h<
he hom.* of Mr. and Mrs. Carl L.
Eye and Bar Infirmary, Port kdams nu the evening of Dec. 15.
ed.
vhen their daughter Mary E. was
The school children gave a pageant
married to Pied W. Hooper, mem
hristmas Eve under the direction ol
bers of the immediate families being
lira Sidney Baldwin who with a
esent. The hi’lde in her dress
iend Miss James. Is remaining here
f monU? blue flat crepe and the
her summer home which she lia
•room in his suit of dark blue with
‘modeled the past fall by the addlMiss Thelma Davis in pink silk as
loo of a sun porch and new wing.
»ridesmaid and
Ernest
Adams,
Very little skating has been enan.
»r other of the bride as best
jyeitl so far this season here, an<
ormed a very attractive group
inly one day's sliding. The children tanding under a white wedding bell
ire anxiously watching the niendov
___________________

MONHEGAN
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Teach it a Thing
DECLARE I don’t know how they can improve
this Delco-Light any more. They have a new
plant now that does everything but go down to
the pasture after the cows. It has automatic
starter, automatic choke, automatic throttle,
automatic pilot balls in the battery. It gives you
current for lights from the battery. Then, if you
need more current, it gets busy and gives it to
you direct from the generator—and generates
enough more to keep the battery charged all the
timet It does that all by itself. Honestly, this
Delco-Light is the most educated piece of
machinery you ever saw. Acts just like it had a
college education.

1

:

ROY H. GENTHNER
Waldoboro, Maine
Jar/ FUmecr thyme tear* Ml niMnf

_

.

IMco Light to your homefor a night demonstration '

DELCO-LIGHT
ELECTRIC
PLANTS
fHODVCTB

215

suspended from the ceiling with long
white streamers draped to various
parts of the room. The double ring
ceremony was pleasingly performed
by Rev. Harold W. Nutter.
The bride has been a very efficient
and popular telephone operator dur
ing the pas*, three years in the office
at North Searsmont of the (Liberty
and Belfast Company. The groom
who has recently moved here with
his parents from Amesbury, Mass.,
is well liked and favorably known.
The young couple have hosts of
friends who unite in showering them
with good wishes as they start on
life’s journey together. Monday eve
ning. Dee. 17 they gave a reception
at the same home. They received an
abundance of useful and attractive
gifts.

RAZORVILLE
Mrs. Edith Overlook spent the
Chrf-tmas days at Union with John
L. Howard and family.
School closed Friday with a prog”cm and presents for the pupils and
will not reopen until New .Years for
the remainder of the term.
Bertram Ludwig was in this place
Sunday enroute for (North Warren.
Mrs. Gertie Turner has returned
to her home in Augusta after passing
a week wi'h Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Turner on the mountain.
Bernard Dunbnr is chopping for
I Ralph Hibbert and hoarding at Win1 field Savage’s.
I
Stanley Jones and family spent
Ch-istmas with their brother Alton
Wellman
Everyone uses their car and the
are smoothing up once more.
VEERE, WHERE YOU CAN SLEEP

You don’t have to

/ghWATER.
^SYSTEMS

OF GENERAL MOTORS
Mb4b and Guaranteed by Delco-Light Company. Dayton. Ohio.

POULTRY

/Resolve/

To increase (he purchasing power of my money during 1929 by buying
quality groceries at thrifty prices at the nearby Cloverdale Store.

REMOVE ROOSTERS
FROM HEN FLOCKS

Mode from the finest durum wheat!

Macaroni

Now that the hatching season Is
over and fertile eggs are uo longer
needed, every poultryman should
remove all of the male birds from
his flock. For, says O. S. I'latt,
assistant poultry husbandman at
the New Jersey experiment sta
tion, the production of fertile eggs
for market purposes Is never de
sirable, though it cannot be avoid
Medical authorities now agree
ed during the hatching senson.
that influenza is a germ disease
On many farms there is a desire
to keep over some of the better
— most commonly spread by
cockerels and the temptation Is to
breathing in the germs. If the
allow these to remnln in the flock.
The number retained, however,
system is in good shape—the
should be reduced to a minimum by
membrane of the air passages
careful selection.
When this Is
done the few that are kept should
in a healthy condition—these
he segregated. It must lie remem
Avoid Crowds and
germs do not usually breed. It
bered that a new crop of cockerels
Use Vicks Freely
are usually better than older birds
is only when the bodily resist
It is best to keep away from
anyway.
ance is lowered that the germs
The exception exists on those
sneezers and coughers in street
do the most harm.
farms practicing pedigree mating.
cars and public places. If you
Where this Is done It Is absolutely
must go out in crowded places
Start Protective
necessary to keep over all of the
insert some Vicks up each
Treatment at Once
male birds until one- knows what
their daughters have done.
A
Right now while influenza is so nostril before starting out. On
proved male is practically priceless
prevalent every precaution returning home meltsome Vicks
and as one cannot determine In
should be taken to protect the in hot water and inhale the
advance exactly what Ills daugh
air passages. When you feel vapors. This is a simple pre
ters will do It becomes necessary
to keep the birds over until they
one of these“Flu Colds” coming caution which everyone should
liHve had a chance to show their
on don’t wait; start the follow take to prevent the flu spread
ability.
ing as it did in 1918 when
ing treatment at once:
Male birds that are kept should
Get a jar of Vicks VapoRub millions of lives were lost.
be given plenty of sunshine, green
food, nnd yellow corn. They will
and place some up each nostril,
not need much animal protein. A
or melt some in a bowl of hot
free range and whole yellow corn
water and inhale its medicated
fed twice dally will take care of
vapors. This helps to keep the
their needs until the next breeding
air passages in a healthy con
season. If kept confined, cod-liver
oil should be provided In addition
dition, thus making it difficult
to the corn and green food. One
for the germs to breed.
(ter cent In the grain would pro
vide sufficient oil. Under confined
conditions It will also he neces
50 members of the Sunday school and
sary to be on the watch for lice
WALDOBORO
congregation took part in the pag- i and mites all of the time. These
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Duane have eant, “If Ye Truly Seek Him” in which can be kept under control by paint
the most familiar scenes of the first ing the roosts with a carhollneum
gone to Quincy, Mass.
product and by dusting the birds
Miss Audrey Wyman passed the Christmas as told in the Gospels
were presented. With a background with sodium fluoride.

Eat Wisely, Exercise Regularly, Keep Away
From Crowded Places
and Treat All Colds
Promptly

Cabin if Tri-Motored Ford Plane
and the third for
Has Work-Desk, Refrigerator
milk, but other
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Surely I am not (he only American
tourist who wanders about Europe
seeking a good place to sleep! In
Paris and London I never try, but
after a few nights of gay wakefulness,
a place to sleep, really sleep, till mid
day becomes a necessity. So have 1
loved Yeere in Holland, on the north
of the Island of Walcheren. once the
port of a thousand ships, hut now
lulled into evd.’asting slumber. I
like to remember it as I saw it first,
its windows golden with the setting
sun. lovely little lumps of childhood
romping in the square soon to toddle
indoors to bed. white capped women
sitting in ancient doorways and fisher
men motionless on the dyke, smoking
and saying nothing. Here you can
sleep and everyone sleeps with you.
If a tourist guide should happen to
bring you to the place, he may want
to wake you early to see the Gothic
Church and the Town Hall or Maxirnillian’s Cup or the 16th century
Scottish houses, thinking thus to do
you a good turn, hut answer him that
“one good turn deserves another.” and
turn over on your other side and sleep
some more. O ye tired tourists come
to Holland where you can he pleased
with much, but especially sleep!
The garage may be useful for stor
ing something besides the family
auto. If it is dry. well ventilated and
f’-ec from danger of freezing, onions
can be stored there on a shelf this
winter, thereby keeping the odor out
of the house. Later tomatoes may
also he stored there. Be sure to
gather these before there is dangei
of injury hy frost. Green tomatoes
are better stored in a room that is
kept at a temperature of about f»5
degrees. Potatoes may be kept in the
garage until the cellar can be gotten
cuol enough for them.

At bedtime take a laxative,
if you are constipated, and rub
Vicks VapoRub on the throat
and chest. Vicks medicated va
pors are then released by theheat
of the body, and breathed in all
night long, direct to the air
passages. At the same time,
Vicks acts through the skin
like an old fashioned poultice,
drawing out tightness and pain
and helping the vapors to break
up the congestion. If you feel
feverish call a physician.

holidays a. her home here.
Mis-vPauline Mountain assistant in of carols sung by the church elicit* I
the High Pel. ><»1 was at her home in and Scripture readings by Rev. Henry
O. Megert and Miss Faye M. Keene
Berlin, N. il.. for the vacation.
Prof. Alien it. Banner of Andover, there lived again before the audience
Mary, Joseph and the Babe, the
Mass., is in town.
Clarence Hilt was in Boston last sturdy shepherds and the worship
ping wise men. A fitting climax was 4
week.
Mrs. Cracif- D. Libby. Miss Clara S. the candle lighting service symbolic
Gay and Miss Dora I. Gay are guests of that “Light which lighteth every 1
man which cometh into the world.” ,
of .Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Gay.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey and Missi Much credit is due Mrs. Julia Burgess
Elsie Mandell are in Surry for the and her committee, who trained the
large group of little folks for their J
week.
Miss Betty Stahl spent the weekend share in the program, to the church
in Rockland, they guest of her aunt, choir for their admirable help, and
to the pastor who spared no pains to
Mrs. Perley Damon.
John Watts and Miss Stella Eugley make the evening one to he remem
were man ted Tuesday evening, Dec. bered.
Mias Katherine Jackson, daughter
18, at the Method’st parsonage by
of Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Jackson, be
Rev. Henry O. Megert.
Christmas trees with appropriate came the bride of Roy Ludwig, son of
exercises were held at the village A. B. Ludwig, Saturday afternoon at
schools Friday. Santa Claus was her home at Feyler’s Corner. Rev. IL
present and officiated in the pleasing O. Megert performed the ceremony in
a room which was beautifuly deco
ceremonies.
.
An »in usually fine pageant w:rs rated in Christmas greens. The
given in the 'Baptist church Sunday j c«uple were attended by Roberta
evening. It was entitled “Joy and Irvine and Warren Parris. The bride
Peace >n Earth’’ and had a large and and bridesmaid were attired in blue
well-trained cast of characters. The Mat crepe. The guests present were
lighting and Oriental costuming add Mrs. William Chapman of Damaris
ed much to the effect. The tableau cotta, Mrs. Theodore Feyler, Mrs.
depicting the visit of the Wise Men Eugene Feyler. Miss A roly n Feyler
to the Babe in the Manger was ; und Bernard Newbert. A dinner
beautifully posed and the assemhlin; ! party given by the bride’s parents foiof the Kgic.ns of the War God and lowed the wedding. The bride's gift
their defen: by the Children of Peace to the bridesmaid was a little finger
was a dramatic picture. The music | ling and the groom's gift to the best
added much to the success of the man a gold pencil. The couple were
pageant. Much credit is due Tie|V. L. I the recipients of many beautiful
D. Graves and his assistants for the presents.
Mrs. Augusta L. Simmons, 78, wife
tine program.
,
The beautiful Community Christ of George W. Simmons, died Friday
mas tree v.as dedicated with an ex after a long illness. Mrs. Simmons
cellent program Saturday evening. had been a life long resident of this
Red flares and tlje colored lights on town and was a member of the Meth
•he tree made the scene beautiful. odist church. She is survived by her
The p-ogram opened with prayer by husband, two daughters. Mrs. Ben
Rev. Henry O. Megert. Miss Lois jamin Reed of Portland and Miss
Hagerman's pupils f om the Main J Grace Simmons, a sister Mrs. Herbert
Street school sang a carol and pupils Lord of Brookline, Mass., and a
from Mrs. Harold Perry's school and brother Hudson Stahl. Funeral serv
the Grammar school a sleighing song. ices were held Sunday afternoon. Rev.
Rev. L. I). Graves and Roy Mack II. O. Megert officiating. Interment
sang “Holy Night.” Miss Jessie L was made in the Brookside cemetery.
Keene spoke impressively on the ori
gin of Christmas. Santa Claus (Lor
NORTH W ASHINGTON
ing Crowell) arrived in n red auto
mobile and distributed gifts to the
children. The affair was sponsored
I. N. Quigg of Palermo with a crew
hy the Board of Trade.
of men and two pair of horses is at
Harvey Lovell is spending the holi-j work for a while on the lumber lot
day recess with his parents. Mr. and bought of E. Hannon last year.
Mrs. John H. Lovell.
Bernard ’Leigher, Mrs. Alice LenKing Solomon's Lodge, F.&A.M., fest and Mrs. Ellen Cunningham were
had its annual inspection and eon- in Augusta Saturday,
ferred degrees on candidates Friday
Mrs. Fred Wellman of Razorvllle
evening after which supper was • was the guest of Mrs. Alice Lenfest
served in the dining hall.
for a few days last week.
Wiwurna Chapter. O.E.S.. had a deMr. and Mrs. M. W. Lenfest visited
lightful party in the Masonic hall their son Ray Sunday at Quigg's
Christmas night. A tree was much in Hollow*, Palermo,
evidence and an enjoyable program
It is reported that B. H. Lincoln of
was presented hy the committee in Washington has bought the Deacon
charge.
Cunningham farm owned by Warren
The Sunday evening service at the Smalley.
Methodist Episc< pa! church was very
Howard Leigher of Soutli Liberty
beautiful and inspirational. Nearly i visited friends here Sunday.

Pape s

COLD
COMPbuND

C?ld
Conquers Cold to
Become a Bride!
A disturbing rough and ri'ddrnrd
nose, on the day she should appear
to best advantage! How lucky that
a certain conipoiiml will rout a cold
in four or live hours! A simple

thing, i.i pleasant tablet form—but
it conquers the cold. Quicker than
ail the things you hear are good for
colds. Far better than “doping.”

If you feel a cold coming on, this
will end it with the first snuffle. If
the cold lias settled on you, ,ierhups
run into ’flu.” I’afte's Cold Com|M>und will still clear it up if you
take several tablets. Druggists ask
only .Tie for this real relief.

4 *” 25

WA,SSK&“

Easg to prepare!

16'

FANCY
CALIFORNIA

Spinach

Pink Salmon
x sm. cans if?
Bontltst Codfish
lb. box t qf
Cloverdale Wheat Cereal
pkg. IB.'
Rockwood’s Cocoa
a lb. pkg. nt
Peanut Butter
lb tqy'
Sweet-Nut Margarine
lb
Benefit Baking Powder
lb. can ljd
Three Star Malt Svrun
can JOif

HEX COFFEE
Ths Mead Is our
secret — but ths
quality Is aa
spsa hook.

Maker delirious, healthful muffins!

.... !§•

Pillsbury's Bran
Rich in vitomines and mineral salts !

Sauer Kraut

12

sALosE.R

Tiny Early June Pear ol wonderful flavor.'

Door
rCdb

-f

No. X
O
can ASP

CLOVERDALE
EXTRA SIFTED

Fancy Medium Shrimp
Instant Postum
Benefit Pure Extracts
Quaker Oats
Karo
Blue Label
Matter Toilet Tissue
Suabrite Cleanser

Cloverdale
Butter

CAN I7(f

LCE. CAN
SOT.

;

Yt<(
JJ(f

Ti>t

it

LCE.PKO.
CAN
J ROLLS Xjjf

really better
Try it todcy !

4 CANS 14ft

The economical package ol quality oats I

Rolled Oats
The popular laundry soap .’

5

Kirkman's Soap

cakes

The Cloverdale Co
Better Groceries at Low Prices

Atwater Keat

Tuberculoses Is Subject
of New Government Film

RADIO

(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)

"T. B.” or not *'T. B.'i” a question
that is causing ninny luidwestern
poultry-men to soliloquize on the
future of their llocks, is the tide
of a recently releused United
States Department of Agriculture
educational film. The picture Is a
two reeler dealing witli tuberculosis
of poultry.
The film, which is presented in
story form, is designed to Instruct
poultr.vmen on ways and means of
controlling this plague nnd keeping
It from their forms. Scenes depict
the various Common conditions
which are conducive to the Intro
duction of the disease to the poul
try yard, the breeding of germs and
the spread o the infection. Avian
tuberculosis Is not only fatal to
fowls but spreads to swine as well,
frequently resulting in heavy finan
cial losses to the owners of the sick
birds. Methods of wiping out the
dreaded avian T. R. hacelll nnd
preventing future losses from the
disease arc stressed In tlie new film.
Copies of United States Depart
ment of Agriculture films are
available for loan without charge
other than the cost of transporta
tion, which must be nssumed hy
the borrowers. Prospective users
of the flint should apply for book
ings to the office of Motion Pic
tures, United States Department of
Agriculture, Washington.

MODEL

Atwater Kent
speaker. 3
•ixea.each $20.

Model 42 A. C. set uses
6 A. C. tubes und 1 rec
tifying tube. New cabi
net design. Less tubes,
$86.

with Automatic Line
Voltage Control

, *s<>

HE automatic line voltage control built
into Model 42 protects the A. C. tube
from the effects of excessive current.
Refinements in design make this not only
a more serviceable, but a more handsome
set. Ball feet, panelled comers and a mod
ern gold-plated nameplate add the finishing
touches to the two-toned satin finish. See
this new set here—or phone for a home
demonstration.

T

Egg-Shell Material Is
Esssential for Layers
Oyster shell which Is used for
poultry Is made by crushing the
whole shells, after which they are
washed three times.
Following
the washing the crushed shell Is
dried In rotary dryers, tlie Int use
heat of which destroys all foreign
and putrid matter, making the : hell
sanitary and clean. Tlie heating
insures freedom from odor and
polaonons matter.
After drying the shell Is screened
Into two sizes, for liens nnd chicks,
respectively.
The oversized ma
terial and dust Is eliminated.
The feeding of oyster shell Is a
good practice in poultry husbandry
as the high calcium content pro
vides bone-building material for
growing hens. For this reason the
material should he available In
feeders nt all times.

EASY TERMS

RONALD R. MESSER
Authorized Agent For

ATWATER-KENT RADIOS
WILLARD BATTERIES
RADIO SUPPLIES

UNION, MAINE

a

Good Laying Mash
A farmer who raises corn, wheat,

SUPER.

Wall Board

nnd oats can work them Into n
good laying mash. It can consist
of 100 pounds of ground corn, 100
pounds of ground oats, 200 pounds |
of ground wheat nnd 100 pounds
of meut scrap. The addition of 2
per cent hone meal, 2 per cent
ground limestone and 1 per cent
fine salt will furnish minerals.
Adding 50 pounds of bran to the
500 pounds of mash helps to give
It more bulk, when ground wheat
Is used In place of bran and
middlings.

2$% THlCKER-STIFFER-STRONGm
'The perfect form of lumber for

indq
101 nandu

economical uses.

JUMBO

BEAVEk
BOAfcD

W. H. GLOVER & CO.

Alfalfa Is Favored
If time is lacking to prepare green
feed for chicks, It pays to buy
liigh grade commercial alfalfa leaf
meal. A few hundred pounds will
furnish green feed for a lot of
chicks. Many of the best chick
starting mashes contain a little uffalfa meal. These mashes should
be used according to the directions
of the manufacturers, but chicks on
a starling mnsh containing nlfalfu
meal often seem to thrive without
tlie other sources of green feed. The
cost is comparatively small.

a

CONTRACTORS
453 Man Street
Tel. 14

It does not take Ions for a hungry
rodent to ruin a valuable fruit tree.
In legions where rodents are preva
lent. wire, wooden veneer, or some
other kind of protector should be
placed around the base of trees, and
all grass and weeds should be re
moved from near the base. Mi<|e ,
work at the c^own of the tree just !
beneath the suriaee of the ground and ’
on the roots. They are controlled by
poisoning. Ask your county agent.
State Experiment Station, or the F. S.
Department of Agriculture how to do

Lack of housing and of proper caro
of farm machinery means a loss in
dollars ami cents. B.v housing farm
machinery, its life is doubled and the
annual repair hills cut in half, says
the I'. S. Department of Agriculture.
Machinery should also he painted and
the polished surfaces greased to pre
iL
vent excessive l usting.

■

Rockland, Me.

SIMON K. HART
Manufacturer of

CEMETERY WORK
And Dealer In
NATIVE AND SCOTCH

GRANITE, MARBLE SHELVES,
ETC.
Cor. Brick and Plaasant Strsats

TEL. 911-M

ROCKLAND
»5Th-tt

|l
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THOMASTON
Howard Anderson and Joseph Jiagu re sold the largest number of
Christmas seals of any pupils in thei!
grade, the third.
William Vlnal has resigned as
elerk in the American express office
and has a position in Gray's boat
chop.
Miss Harriet Rose who spent
Christmas with her cousin Mrs. John
Creightm is returning to Boston to
day.
Edavard O'B. Burgess who is con
fined to the house with a severe cold
is improving.
S. E person Smith and Miss Chris
tine Moore are leaving today for Bos
ton where they wifi remain until
spring.
M'ss Frances Hahn is spending a
week with her parents at the westend.
Willis Spear and family spent
Christmas with Mrs. Spear's parents
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Richards in
Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Merrifield were
in town Tuesday.
The little newcomer Dee. 2G to Mr.
and Mrs. Sayward Hall has been
named Sayward. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Wood and son
of Cnmden were Christinas guests of
Mr. and Mr*. Charles Starrctt.
Capt. Franklin Watte was up-town
Wednesday after being at home ten
days by illness.
Edward l.lndsey who is employed
1>.. the Bartlett Tree Experts Co. of
Connecticut is spending the holidays
at home.
Dana Stone has a position with R.
W. Walsh. American Express agent.
Miss Anna Donohue came from
Boston to spend Christmas, She is
returning today.
Mrs. Percy Small and son went to
Boston Wednesday to visit her
mother.
Mrs. Ada Biggins of Bangor is the
guest of her sister Mrs. Cora Currier.
•Mrs. Edward Andrews and son of
St. Albans. Vt., are passing tell holi
days with relatives.
Leander Watts who was operated
upon several weeks ago is able .to
return to his position with the XI C
R. R. Co.
Henry Vose is ill at his home on
Water street.
Miss Nanina Comstock, a student
at the Museum of Fine Arts. Boston,
is at home for a vacation. Miss Cornstock is making a fine record at her
work.
Simon Hahn of Cambridge. Mass.,
was a recent visitor at his old home
here.
Mrs. Stonie W. Jameson of Boston
and Mrs. William Macauley of Cam
den were in town Monday.
The moon fulled Wednesday in the
northeast.
Look up your snow
shovels.
Nelson Mossman of Portland is
flatting Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mossman. Pine street.
Karl and Eddie Stetson spent
Christmas day with Clayton Oliver
and family.
The W.C.*T.C. distributed 16 bas
kets filled with Christmas cheer to
s.ek and shut-ins of the community.
They were assisted in the distribu
tion by the Girl Scouts.
Clarence Miller of Friendship and
grandson Llewellyn Oliver, who has
a position as teacher in the public
schools at Woolwich have i>een visit
ing Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Oliver.

CAMDEN
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Books in Abundance
for the Royal Guest

1

Clothing For Men
Full Line
Suits, Overcoats, Neck
wear, Underwear, Etc.
Cleaning, Pressing
Repairing
Owners Guaranteed Against Loss
by Fire

BOSTON TAILORS
(New Location)
492 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Chisholm Block
152-Th-tf

FARM
STOCK K,
ESSENTIALS FOR
PROFITABLE PORK
Normal, healthy parents, clean
farrowing pens, and proper feeding
and management of the lactating
bow are necessary to profitable pork
production.
By the time the pigs are two or
three weeks old they will show a
desire to eat something besides
milk, says Edgar Martin, Univer
sity of Arkansas.
Tilts desire
6hould be satisfied with good pas
ture and a suitable grain mixture,
remembering that skim milk and
buttermilk are very high in protein
and are, therefore, an excellent
growing feed for the rapidly de
veloping pigs.
Along with a suitable quantity
and quality of feed, including the
mother's milk, there should also-fce a
sufficient amount of exercise, prefer
ably at pasture and in sunshine.
The greatest mistakes made in
raising young pigs are underfeeding
and underexercising. If small pigs
nre furnished an abundance of ex
ercise at pasture, and given the
proper feeds, overfeeding is not
likely to occur until after weaning
lime. Tigs being developed for
breeders should not be allowed to
become too fat.
This Is accom
plished by hand feeding and gov
erning the allowance by the condi. tion of tiie future breeders, always
giving an abundance of exercise,
pasture, shade in summer, water,
protein of tiie right quality, and
minerals. Pigs to be sold on the
market should be full-fed from
birth until weighed to the butcher,
and tiie self-feeder is probahly the
best method.

The Camden friends of Rev. and
Mrs. T. M. Griffith will be pleased to
know that the stork left them an eight
pound son on Friday. Mr. Griffith
was a former pastor of the Chestnut
Street Baptist church and is now a
professor at Colby College.
Dr. Sarah L. Wetherbee of Boston
is spending the holidays with Mr.
and Mrs. W. L. Tyler.
Ambrose Bridges is in Bangor for
a few days.
Mrs. Stonie Jamieson of Boston is
the guest of her sister Mrs. William
McAuley.
Charles Hooper of the U. of M.
is passing tiie holidays with his
mother Mrs. A. T. Newhall, Sea
street.
Frank Goodwin is visiting friends
in Bangor.
Frank Thomas, Alvin Jagels and
I' i-anklin Hopkins are home from
Hebron Academy for tiie holidays.
Friends of Herbert XI. Rankin who
was recently operated on at a hos
pital in Boston, will be pleased to
know lie Is very comfortable.
Charles Babb of iBowdoin College
came home tc spend the holiday with
liis parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. Wilkes
Babb, Elm street.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Maker are vis
iting relatives at Lincolnville Beach.
Robert MeCobb of Berlin, N. H., is
visiting relatives in town.
Mr. hnd Mrs. H. A. Howard of
Belfast, are guests pf her mother,
Mrs. Jennie Murphy.
Miss Gladys Clark is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Robert Campbell in
Saco.
Edward Drinkwatcr lias bought
tiie Walter Clark home. Mountain
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Marshall of
Charlestown, Mass., are visiting rel
atives in town.
Mrs. Donald Crawford Is able to
lie out after being confined to the
house by illness for two weeks.
Miss Frances Cowan is visiting
friends in Burlington, Vt.
At tiie meeting of Meguntieoolt
Grange last evening, there was work
in the third and fourth degrees.
There was a dance in the opera
house Christmas night with music
by Kirkpatrick's orchestra.
The regular tweeting of Maiden
Cliff Rebekah Lodge was held last
evening.
Fred B Herrick sjiont Christmas
witli Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Smith
in Washington.
Mrs. Georgia Hobbs will entertain
tile Minday Club next week at her
home *n Free street.
Fire about 9.30 Tuesday night de
stroyed the two-story house in upper
Mechanic street owned by Mr. and
Mrs. Elbridge Annis. The contents
of the house were saved. The fire
originaied around tiie chimney. The
house was insured.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmerton Gross are
receiving congratulations upon the
arrival of r son. horn on Christmas
day.
Horace Smith of iWasliington has
been visiting friends in town.
The regular meeting of Seaside
Chapter. D.l . S . was held Monday

Ziplock ot Boston habeen vIslili'S relatives in town,

Hog

Feeding Floor Is
Beneficial to Animals

If a host feeding floor Is located
»n the south or east side of the hog
nouse, the animals will be protected
from cold winds and will also re
ceive a maximum amount of sun
light.
Where the ground is firm and well
drained, the concrete for the floor
may be laid directly on the soil,
after it lias been leveled and firmly
compacted, and all refuse lias been
removed, if the drainage is poor,
however, a six-inch fill of cinders
>r gravel is recommended.
The concrete used for feeding
doors is made with five and onehalf gallons of water to the sack
>f Portland cement. In most cases
a suitable concrete can be made
witli two cubic feet of sand and three
»f pebbles or crushed rock to a sack
of cement. If this mixture is too
3ry, use less sand and stone, if it
Is sloppy or wet, add more of these
materials.
Tiie concrete Is placed In alteraate sections, each of which is ten
feet square. As soon as these sec
tions have hardened, the intermefiiate ones are placed.
if the floor is sloped slightly in
»ne direction, it will drain quickly
ifler rain. A curb placed on three
sides of the floor will prevent the
hogs from pushing their feed Into
llie ground, wtiere it will be wasted.

Need Less Protein to
Grow and Fatten Hogs
Less feed, and especially less proiein, is needed to grow and fatten
jogs wlien good pasture is provided.
But experiments show that to make
!he cheapest gains, unless corn is
aigh, tiie hogs should have plenty
af feed and some supplement such
is skim milk or tankage along with
iven the best of pastures.
Esti
mates of tire amount of pork an
icre of forage will produce range
Between 240 and 600 pounds, de
fending on the amount and method
)f feeding. All of them show that
there is very little gain while on
pasture unless they get some grain
with it.
It is usually mote ecoaomical to give a daily feed of three
.founds of grain and supplements
fombined for each 300 jiounds of
live weight. A quarter of a pound
)f tankage or its equivalent in milk
products to a hog each day when
they are getting plenty of grain on
jasture will make fast and cheap
’bins and save grain.

ROCKPORT

VINALHAVEN

Mr. ami Mrs. Charles B. Davis of
Vinalhaven have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. Carlton Davis this week.
Wheh—many years ago—the dnke
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Prince were
of Edinburgh, son of Queen Vic
guests of Miss Annie Richards
toria, visited Australia, he was
Christmas Day.
taken to a celebrated merino sheep
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Johnson and
breeding district, relates D. M.
family of Camden and Mrs. Mabelle
Dow, secretary of the commission
'rone spent Tuesday with their
er for Auatralln in the United
parents Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Paul.
States.
A certain wealthy landDunbar were entertained Christmas
owner was selected as host fbr the
Dunbar were entertained Christmas
royal visitor, who was to be his
Day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
guest for one day and one night
Howard Dunbar in Rockland.
A few days before the duke**
Mr. and Mrs. Jasper McKenney and
arrival the landowner Inspected his
fa mily spent Christmas with Mr. and
mansion with a view to discovering
Mrs. Charles McKenney.
a possible absence of some fea
Charles Brann and daughter Miss
ture esseutial to a residence about
Li
.illian Brann left Wednesday morn
to be honored by the presence of
ing for Boston wherj Mr. Brahn c ill
royalty. There were no books. Ol
consult a throat specialist.
course, there should be a library.
Miss Ragnhild Heistad of New York.
A rush order was dispatched to
Rdf Heistad of Augusta. Erling
Mullen's in Melbourne to “forward
Heistad of Lebanon. N. H. and Trygve
urgently one ton of books." Mul
Heistad of New Sharon were at home
len's responded promptly—perhaps
to spend Christmas with their par
With Indecent haste—and the duke
ents. Mr. and Mrs. H. Heistad.
enjoyed bis one night’s hospitality
Charles Staples of North Ha'V"’’ is
in an Australian rural home in
in town for the winter at the home of
which a vast collection of books
his nepl tw Alvin Bowden. Sea slr-et.
had been made available for the
Mrs. lames Whitney is confined to
use of his royal highness. Truly,
l-.iicr home by illness.
a gracious, thoughtful and literary
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Berry and Mr.
act on the part of the Australian
and Mrs. Arthur Berry were enter
sheep herder.—Kansas City Star.
tained Christmas Day at the home ot
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sylvester in
'amden.
No Possible Danger
Mrs. Chloe Young of Gleneove spent
with her daughter, Mrs.
From That Cemetery Christmas
Henry Tominski.
Eugene Field, white on one of
A family Christmas tree was en
liis lecture tourR, entered Philadel
joyed Monday evening at the home of
phia. There was some delay at the
Mr. and Mrs. J. Carlton Davis. 16 be
bridge over the Schuylkill river, and
ing present, among the number Mr.
the humorist's nttention was at
md Mrs. Wesley Thorston and family
tracted by the turbid, coffee-colored
of Rockland.
stream flowing underneath.
Be
Mr. and Mrs. Brainerd Paul and
asked the colored porter: “Don't
you people get your drinking wu- son Richard of Limington are guests
of his parents Mr. and Mrs. William
ter from this stream?”
. Paul during the holidays.“Yassin
Ain't got no yuther
Mr. and Mrs. Everett E. F. Libby,
place to git it frum, 'cept the Deladaughter Katherine and Lewis Dauweah. Yassir!”
cett spent Christmas with Mr. and
“I should think,” said the hu Mrs. Forest Daueett in Camden.
morist, “that you would be afraid
Mr. ant Mrs. Alvin Bowden and
to drink such water; especially as
harles Staples of North Haver, were
the seepage from that cemetery 1 guests of Dr. and -Mrs. C. W. Steward
see on the hill must drain directly Christmas Day.
into the river and pollute it.”
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Cash of Belfast
“1 reckon’ yo’ all doan’ know
spent Tuesday at the home of her
Philadelphia ve'y well, sah, aw
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Enos E. Ingra
you’d know dot's Lau’el Hilt cemham.
te’yi” said the son of Ham.
The many friends of Arthur K.
“Well, what of that’” asked Walker will be pleased to learn that
Hill.
lie has so far recovered from his re
“Dat wattah doan’ hu't us Phila cent accident as to be able to return
delphians none, sab,” replied the to his home from Knox Hospital.
• • • •
native son.
“W'y mos’ all of de
1

1

folkses bu'ied heah aw fom ve’y
best famTies.”

Shades of Color in Flag
Tiie bureau of navigation says
(hat the shades of the colors in the
United States flag have never been
defined by law. The fact that
flags used earlier In our history are
represented with a lighter blue
than those ln use now mqy be ex
plained by the fact that the cur
rent dyes and bunting are of a bet
ter quality than formerly.
For
merly the flag was manufactured
for the government by a number of
commercial firms.
Since 1012 the
United States army has been mak
ing its own flags, and the navy has
been making its own flags for an
even longer period, so that the dark
bine used by the government has
now standardized the shade of the
blue.

The Wood Thrash
The wood thrush is tire handsom
est species ot this family.
In
grace and elegance of manner he
lias no equal. Such a gentle High
bred air, and such inimitable ease
and
composure
in
his
flight
and movement!
He Is a poet in
very word and deed. His carriage
is music to the eye. His perform
ance of the commonest act, as
catching a beetle, or picking a worm
from the weed, pleases me like a
stroke of wit or eloquence. Was
he a prince in the olden times, and
do the regal grace and mien still
adhere to him in his transforma
tion?—John Burroughs.

A meeting of Union church society
will be bciu at th* vestry nt 7
o'clock Pricing evening to consider
and take action upon the re-election
of the pastor.
James Chrl.’tle who was in town
to spend Christmas with his family
returned Wednesday to Fitchburg,
Mass., wnere he has employment.
Dr. and Mrs. F. F. Brown and
sons Fletcher and Gardiner of Rock
land were guests over the holiday of
Dr. Brown’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Freeman Brown.
Leroy Gross was home from Win
chester. Ma**., where he is teaching,
to spend the holiday with his par
ents,' Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Gross.
Mrs. Lora Hardison and daughter
Louise Hardison, returned Monday
from Rockland where Miss Louise
recently underwent a surgical opera
tion for appendicitis nt Knox Hospi
tal.
Miss Harriet Vlnal, who has been
teaching in Massachusetts spent tiie
holiday with her parents, .Mr. and
Xlrs. W. S. Vinal.
Ralph Doughty of Boothhay was
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
E. Young over the Christmas recess.
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett returned Mon
day from a visit with friends in San
ford. Mrs. Fossett also attended Hie
golden wedding of Mr. and Mrs. A.
H. Hunter at Damariscotta.

R.H.S. Girls Losers

John C. Gilchrist

John C. Gilchrist, "1. died at his
home Dec. 2C. He was iborn in
Fraserburgh. Scotland, son of John
and Jane (Wilson) Gilchrist. Mr.
Gilchrist had been a resident of
Vinalhaven over 40 years, was an
esteemed citizen and a man of genial
disposition and well liked by his
many friends and associates.
He
was an expert granite cutter, (in
both building and monumental work,
a member of the stonecutters' union
and held tiie office of shop steward,
in the loc.,1 branch for many years.
Mr. Gilch" ist was also a member of
the Episcopal church in Scotland.
Besides ills wife, he is survived by
daughters Beulah and Lena of this ;
town. Mrs
Oscar Waterman of
North Haven, two sons Andy and
Douglass aim of this town and four
sisters Mrs. Ann Sutherland. Miss
Jamesina Gilchrist, Mrs. Elizabeth |
Scott ot Fraserburgh .Scotland, and
Mrs. Jeanie Smith of Lindon, Eng..
Services were held at the home Wed
nesday Rev. E. C. Jenkins of Union
church officiating. The abundance
of beautiful floral offerings- testified ,
to the love and esteem in which de- |
ceased was held. Interment was ,
made in Ocean View cemetery. The j
bearers were Andrew Ednie, James ,
Ross. Daniel Middleton. William I
Johnston. Those from out of town j
io attend the services were Oscar
Waterman and Lewis Burgess of
North Ha' en.
In the Byronie order of things, love
is jam for a man and bread and butter
for a woman —Isabel Paterson.

The demand for liquid oxygen
since it was first made in this coun
try in 1907 has grown enormously,
and there are now in the United
States 150 oxygen manufacturing
plants, not tq mention the 500 and
more warehouses and distributing
stations.
In 1909, the output of
liquid oxygen amounted to 3.814,000
cubic feet Sixteen years later, in
1925, It eached 2.073,828,000 cubic
feet. It is an interesting fact that
the cost of production within that
Interval was reduced from 4.7 to
1.09 cents per cubic foot—Wash
ington Star.

CLEAN-SWEEP
SALE

Poland, if .........
Wall, e .............

to be
SOLD AT COST

Graffam, sc. .....
Marcello, rg .....
Simonton, lg ....
Lofman. Ig .......
14

Stonington Girls
1
H Scarci, if ..
E. Hardy, If ..
Rich, c ...........
McGuire, sc ....
XI. Wallace. lg
Greenlaw, rg ..
L. Wallace, is
Childs, rf .......

A remarkable immnulty for ve
nom is shown by the hedgehog and
certain other mammals, such as
rats and mice. The hedgehog, for
Instance, attacks and kills vipers,
appearing to be Immune in a cer
tain measure to their Venom. An
other mammal employed in India
for ridding premises of snakes is
the mongoose. This same resis
tance to venom Is displayed by a
number of birds, including the ra
ven; also the ordinary duck.

Clipping off faded flowers and
preventing the forming of seeds Is
essential for prolonging bloom of
many perennials, says Nature Mag
azine. This is especially true with
gaillardis. coreopsis, pansies and
others with long bloom period.

Reason for sale because of
ill health
13;«136

GROCERY
PHONE 1270
Comer Water and Ocean Street*
Mail and Telephone Orders Carefully Filled

FREE DELIVERY

SPECIALS FOR THE WEEKEND
Pork Roasts, nice small fresh riba, lb..................... 18c
Smoked Shoulders, 6 to 8 pounds; per pound .... 18c
Nation-Wide Formosa Tea, half-pound pkg.........29c
Orange Pekoe, half-pound pkg., each.................. 37c
Selox, large package ............................................. 15c
Shredded Wheat, package ...................................... 10c
Cream Corn Starch, two packages ......................... 19c
Oakite, two packages ................................................. 25c
Fancy Whole Rice, 3 pounds.....................................25c
Quaker Oats, large package .............................. .. 23c
Chocolate Fig Bara, pound.............................
25c

Lamb Chops, pound................................................... 35c
Lamb Fores, pound ................................................. 20c
Lamb Stew, pound.................................................... 15c

Large Bottle Ketchup, each..................................... 21c
Baker’s Cocoa, half-pound can, each ............ .
18c
Macaroni or Spaghetti, 3 packages .................... 25c
Top Round Steak, pound........................................ 38c
Oranges, large Californias, sweet and juicy, doz. 59c

10 pound Bags Salt, each........ 19c; 2 bags.......... 35c
Seeded Raisins, 3 packages..................................... 25c
Prunes, 2 pounds ...................................................... 25c

Rockport Boys
Graffam, rf ............. 4
Erickson, if .............
Ladd, c ...................
Ingraham, rg ...........
Ballard, is ...............
E. Crockett, rg .......
K. Crockett, if .......
Collamore, rf .........

Quiet

MAY
OIL BURNER

Stonington Boys
Foster, c .....
Shea, rf .......
De Balma, If
Greenlaw, rg
Cousins, lg ............... 0
McGuire, rf
1?

Referee: Wotton.

MONEY

CONTENTMENT

ZWSK us to help you
measure the features of
convenience, dependa
bility, economy and
quietness which make
the Quiet May the out
standing buy in the oil
burner market.

When such demonstra
tion has satisfied you
that Quiet May is the oil
burner you should own,
a small deposit puts it
in your basement, with
the balance of its moder
ate cost payable in
convenient monthly
amounts

ERWIN M. SPEAR
615 Main St

Rockland

Tel. 331 for prompt service

A field ant has been known to
hold ln Its Jaws a weight 3,006
times heavier than Itself.
This
means that If a man had propor
tionately the same strength In his
Jaws be could lift with his teeth
275 tons.

1923 Buick Touring ..
1924 Overland Sedan
1922 Buick Six ...........
EVERY TIME A NEWSPAPER

What a Grand and Glorious Feel
ing when you know you can Bor
row Money to meet any emerg
ency, without any embarraseing
investigation*.
Two

Offices

431 MAIN ST.

Two
T£L. ISO

149-Th-tf

0

Kl

S'

Kttstr. VSKItltllRStRltlllt

Make Offer

George E. Nichols

K

print* a “frt* ruder" *r a piece of *6 .
free publicity, cute it* advartiiing
rate*, or (rant* • secret concession
to an aponoy or sdvortlsor, misrepre
sent* it* oireulstisn, mslipn* a compstitsr or knowlnply prints an sdtertissment contslnlnp a falsa statemoat.
it,
it doe* a direct injury to the «tl
entire newspaper businees.
«t

Wanted
WANTED—Keflned nuduie ageu
would like position ns working housekeeper 01
companion. Write P. O. BOX 63, Thomaston

155*1

WANTED--Position as housekeeper for gen
tleman. with or without children. M. A. H.
21 Elm St., Camden. Me._____________ 152*154
WANTED—Sewing oil children 's dot lies,
Ft l- a
housedrmoA. aprons, etc. Inquire at 8j FUL-;
15**tf ]
TON ST., City.
WANTED—Position as housekeeper. MRS.j
FLORA GRANT, 2 Georges St., Thomaston.
1-50*125
WINDSOR]
girl
at
WANTED—Kitchen
150-lfJ
HOTRa.
WANTED—Responsible solicitors to sell the!
perfected and patented Lynn Oil Burners!
ARTHUR SHEA CO.. 487 Main St., Rockland J
Me. .
__________
148-tTf

For Sale
FOR SALE—Two small wood lots. BENIAiq
PACKARD, East Warren. Tel. Rockland
155-1
268-21.
FOR SALK Great bargains in Edison cabl-1
net phonographs, radio sets and show cases.!
C. M. COOK. 71 Tillson Ave.
1"“
FOR SALE—A wonderful radio buy. USL|
six tube two dial radio set with large Mag-J
navox speaker and all batteries. In Al con-J
ditlon. CALL TM-W.
15"*'
FOR SALE- -Thrwquarter size violin anti
case, price $20. LELAND HAWKINS, 6 Halt/
SI. Tel. 586-R.
SM
FOR SALE—Female Fox terrier. 9 moil
old. bred from good hunting stock. JULtytNfl
HAWKINS. St. George.
1.5-lf
FOR SALD- W«xmI. fitted. cleftcd and junksj
reasonable prieex. M1KK0 LOFMAN, Rock-j
ville. Tel. 263-11.
155*

FOR SALE—To settle estate, the picture!

framing, cabinet and repair business of tluf
late Edwin H. Maxey. Exceptional opportunity!
for good wood worker desiring light. Insider
employment. Inquire of IDA E. MAXCV J
executrix. 183 Main St . or to (HAS. Tl
SMALLEY, attorney. Tel. 128.
155-tq
FOR SALE- S. (’. Red cockerels. Beautiful
birds from line layers.
EDWIN F. NAHHj
Thomaston. Me. Tel MW-21.
154-1561

FOR SALK—Melody C saxophone, prae-l
ticallv unused, cost $165. at great sacrifice f
also small Burrows pool table. TEL. 699.
153-15
FOR SALE -Butter klst pop corn machine |
DANIEL MUNRO, 6 Park St
153-15;
FOB SA LB—Nice large mealy potatoes. 45i!
per bu.. at mv residence on Knox Ridge. Hj
L. HURD. R No. 2, Thorndike. Me.
151*15t|

FOR RALE— Dry fitted and junk wood, unden
cover, titled limbs $10, fitted slabs $8. Call
268-21 Rockland. T. J. CARROLL.
147-ttf
FOR SALE—Cord wood, soft wood slab!
fitted, also stave slabs and Junks delivered. El
A. OXTON. Tel. »3-4.
146*151-tff
FOR SALE—Myron Wentworth place ori
Lake Ave., 8-room house with bath, clectrid
lights, large stable and % acre or more landl
MRS. W. K. CLINTON. Tel. 992-W. R. F. D|
Rockland or W. B. WENTWORTH, Union.
145*15
FOR SALE- Best quality fitted wood. Wh>|
buy wood out of a snowdrift, wheo our shed
seasoned wood coats no more. Order wov
while conditions permit sure delivery. Lnl.
Rockland 67-M. RALPH P. CONANT & !^N I
South Hope.
145-PJ
FOR SALE—The Charles A. Miller farm al
East Union. Inquire of WILL C. MILLER I
Augusta, or LEVI C. MERRIFIELD of Union!
143-tf

FOR BALE—Cedar boat boards, all thlckd
nesses. Small lots five cents foot planed twd
sides, large orders cheaper. Lobster traps]
buoes, osk laths. Also other boat lumber]!
JOEL P. WOOD. Belfast. Tel. 177-14. 144-t<
House—Five rooms, all latest improvement^
with fine cellar and garage. To be sold at
on re.
House. 7 rooms, hard wood floors, large|
porch, fine cement Cellar, good location; easy
terras. Must be sold at once, $25.00.

V. F. BTUOLEV
69 Park Street

153-tf{,

To Let
TO LET—Garage, centrally located.
GOVtt). 45 Masonic St. Tel. 326.
TO LET—Furnished room for light house )
keeping. TEL. 618-R.
155-t<
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3 room/
with modern conveniences, ready the first o I
Jan. Inquire 12 KNOX KT. Tel. 578-W.
154-15*
TO LET—Upright piano. Information cai'.l
be obtained from MISS HOPE GREENHALdHj
25 Grove St., Bockland.
153*15 1"

TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3 rooms
adults only. Inquire of LILLIAN BlOKNEL^Vj|
47 Pleasant St.
133* ,
TO LET—Living room, nice large pah
sleeping room, electric lights and bath. > .1
and wife preferred. 37 CAMDEN ST.
403.
15>a

TO LET—Two garages, $5.00 month. Rent!
of all kinds promptly available. V. F. STUD 1
LEY. 69 Park Ht.
153-tll

1925 Buick Coach, Standard........................ $200.00
1925 Buick Coach, Master............................ 160.00
1928 Chrysler Town Sedan, Model 72 .... 480.00
1928 Chrysler Coach, model 62 ............... 340.00
1926 Chrysler Sedan, model 70 ............... 280.00
1926 Chrysler Coach, model 58 ............... 100.00
1928 Chrysler 4-Pass. Coup, model 72 ...... 500.00
1927 Chrysler Coaclr model 60 ............... 220.00
1925 Chrysler Sedan, model 70 ............... 180*00
1926 Chrysler Coach, model 70 ............... 230.00
1926 Chrysler Sport Roadster,model 70 200.00
1925 Ford Coup, very good .......................
60.00
1922 Ford Ton Truck; cash price................
50.00
1926 Hudson Bro............................................. 220.60
1925 Jewett Coach ........................................ 180.00
1926 Overland Coach ................................... 100.00
1926 Overland Six Coach ............................ 120.00
1927 Oakland Sedan ...................................... 260.00
1927 Oakland Coach ...................................... 220.00
1927 Pontiac Landeau Sedan....................... 200.00
1927 Whippet Coach ...................................... 150.00
1924 Packard Sedan ...................................... 140.00
1924 Studebaker Touring ............................
60*00
1926 Hudson Coach; cash price.................. 200.00
1926 Overland Six Coach; cash price .... isa oo
1925 Essex Coach; cash price ..................... 100.00
Chevrolet Touring, good running order ....
25.00
Ford Ton Truck with starter..........................
50.00

17

In Everybody’s ColumnL

SPECIAL FOR SAlE

All Round Flour, bag............................................... 85c

Down Payment

Wonderful Jaw Strength

Prejudice is a screen which wc
raise to keep ourselves from believ
ing that anything can be done which
wc believe is impossible of accom
plishment.—Howard Coonley.

Prank 0. Haskell

Some of Bargains in Stock:

HAPPINESS
To Prolong Blooms

WHEh ikt MEW YORK—Itemembci that you
can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with
the home news, at Hettllng's News Agency.
308 West 40th street.

MaketheEntareFamily Happy
With a New Car

including Fixtures

19

Immune to Snake Venom

Owen D Young,

shown by Manager Lloyd Crockett
Monday night at 9 o'clock.
Mr. and .Mrs. Stanley and daugh

The Rockport High School hasketball teams split two close basket
ball games with Stonington High at
Rockport Fi iday evening the boys
winning 19-12 and the girls losing
-14.
The girls' game was somewhat of
a seesaw battle, first one team spurt
ing and then the other in a hectic
rush for the lead. Tiie score was
all even nt the end of tiie first period
but the local girls in the second
period took a three point lead. Rac
Burpee's great after Christmas sale
ing through the third period the opens tomorrow. The greatest money
Stonington High girls evened the saving event of the year In the fur
count at eleven all. Still showing" niture buying line. See advertise
their good work with a minute and ment on page two.—adv.
lialf to go the Stonington girls
scored three points which meant vic
tory.
)
Tiie local boys after a disastrous
start came tack to overcome a five
point lead in a battle marked by a
stirring finish. Failing to show any I
attack at al! in the first half ot the '
of the
game, the local boys opened tiie sec- 1
ond half like an entirely new team, j
General Store of
kept up the pace for the entire sixF. C. HICKS & SON
teen minutes of battling and forced;
the Stonington boys to watch their
West Rockpf'ft
lead diminish and then fade entirely
away. Line ups:
Now Going Cn
Rockport Girls
Spofford, rf .....
ALL ARTICLES

Demand for Oxygen Crows

machine age will become immoit.il.

ters of Cranberry Isle susnt the
NORTH HAVEN
weekend and Christmas with Mr. and
Even though there was Sieither
Mrs. Floyd Duncan.
snoiv nor the jingle of sleigh hells
Christmas exerciser at At church
the sunshine and autumn air will
Monday night attracted a company
make Christmas 1926 one long to be
of young and old that well rtlg.li filled
remembered
the auditorium. After selections by
Tuesday night a company that
tiie church orchestra the members
filled the North East schoolhouse
of tiie school marched to sikits re
gathered for the Christmas tree and
served fur them In the center of the
exercises held there. The usual ex
shurch. The choir of girls sang a
cellent program the teacher Miss
Christmas carol and then the varied
Neitie Leverage is In the habit of ar
exei rises of tiie school were carried
ranging. was of the same higli order j
out. With their completion Santa
this year. A large tree was beauti
Claus arrived and for a long time
fully decorated and lighted with col
was kept busy distributing from the
ored incandescents and all who took
heavily iadcr.ed trees the great num
part rendered their pieces in a fine
ber of presents. At the close, the
manner. It waq a very happy eve
roll ot honor was read by the super
ning. The pastor of the church was
intendent. earning those entitled to
generously remembered by the peo
pins and oars for attendance during
ple of each district.
the year. The list comprised about
Darker Crocket? returned to Bos
25 boys and girls. A selection by tiie
ton Tuesday morning after a visit
orchestra brought the evening's fine
of five day.; with tiie home folks.
program tu a close. Great credit is
Clarence Waterman was In Rock
due Mrs. Lester Greenlaw for the
land Monday and spent the day
training of those who gave recita
with his son at the Knox Hospital.
The community Is relieved that the tions. also to Miss Albra Stone for
Miss Phyllis
‘ injuries to “Bobbie" are not too seri- assistance rendered.
Duncan had charge of the tree and
ous and that his recovery may be ex
decorations, and William Fish made
pected in a short time.
Mrs. P. F. Diffenbacker was din an ideal Santa Claus. The pastor
ner guest Christmas Day ot Mr. and called altention to the 109 gifts, each
beautifully done up in colored paper
Mrs. Leon Stone.
and bearing Christmas seals, sent by
Owing to a mishap is was impos
sible to show more than three of the a friend to the boys and girls of
North Haven, over three and under
reels of the picture Saturday night.
The remainder of the picture was fifteen years of age.

Curtis R. Johnson

-At—

ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
New County Road

Rockland

TO LET—two new stores SiVixbO ft.. $4'!
per month, with or without lease.
V. F I
STUDLEY, 69 Park St.
153-tfl

TO LET—Six room tenement on Bunker St
L. F. CHASE, 45 Middle St. Tel. 1185-W.

127-td

TO LET—Private one car garage for small
car. Tel. 526-W 19 FRANKLIN ST., City.
144-t!|
TO LET—Three furnished rooms with usd!
of bath. MRS. W. S. KENNISTON, 176 Mali I
8t. Tel. 74-W.
143-tfl

TO LET—Furnished apartment, five rooms)!
all modern. ROBERT U. COLLINS,
. 1/Ijl.i.vo, Real
hi ErJ
tate. 375 Main St.
__________
TO LET—Tenement. Ifiqui of MRS W. 71
KENNISTON, 176 Main St.. Tel. 874-W.
138-tlV

nt

r.

I
‘I

TO LET—Five room hou.se. Grove St. and
room house with garage, HUI and Rankin Sts]
ERNEST ( . DAVIS.
144-til

Miscellaneous
VIRGIN WOOL YARN FOR SALE by inanull
cturer at bargain. Samples free.
4.RTLKTT, Harmony, Me.

H. All
155-1*1

NOTICE—1 will pay no bills contracted
or after this date by my adopted son, Lelant,
A. Cargill and will claim none of his wages I
ALTON J. CARGILL. Union. Me.
153-15

HAVE THOSE RUSTY SPOTS touched
and your top dressed for the winter. RO(TK-|
LAND BODY AND FENDER SHOP, 655 Main
Kt.
151* till
DR. J. H. DAMON. DENTIST, has mo<
across the street. Phone 69-R. Wedneso. |
and Saturday evenings by appointment. 148/tt
ROCKLAND COMMERCIAL COLLEGE/ day
and evening sessions. Personal Instruction;
thorough preparation for business. Graduates
In constant demand. TEL. 090-M or 994-M.
148-156
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at the
Rockland Hair Store. 236 Main St. Mall orders
solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
144-tf

CHIROPODY—All kinds ot foot trouble,
treated. Arch supports. R. E. COLTART, Reg.
Nurse Chiropodist, Main St., over Moor’s drug
store. Tel. 593-W.
144-tf
REFINISHING CARS by spray system, any
color; storage. J. A. STEVENS & SON. Mr
Loud St. Tel. 241-M or 13-M.
144-tf

FARMS. COUNTRY HOMES, COTTAGES
and estates: up-to-date property, in the gar
den spot of Maine—Penobscot Bay. Write
us what you want. ORRIN J. DICKEY, Bel
fast. Me.
144-tf

FOR SALE
Standard FI

ADDRESSOGRAPH
For M Platoa

With Gl Graphotypa and Cabinet
All Complat*

As new, in original pack
ings. At a bargain. If in
terested write to

The Courier-Gazette

1

In addition to personal notes rscordlne de
partures and arrivals, tills department espe
cially desires Information of social liapiwnlnas, parties, musicals, etc, Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be eladly received.

THE WINTER MONTHS i
—the

*

Sermon Topics and Special
Features Planned At the ’
Methodist Church

Heminme
MODE

'Forrest A. Stowell, principal of
Mexico Junior High School is spend
ing his Christmas vacation wlth-Harold W. Whitehlll of this city.

HEAD—THE WINTER MONTHS .. '
Rev. Jesse Kenderdlne, pastor of
the Pratt Memorial Methodist Epis
copal church, has issued a little
booklet called the “Pratt Memorial
Messenger,’’ in which appears a brief
outline of the work that is being un
dertaken in all branches of the
church and a resume of the forth
coming services. The topics of the
sermons and the special features
plann»d make an interesting appeal,
as can be seem from the following:
Morning Services
Jan. 6, Can Sins Be Forgiven?;
Jan. 13. What {Does Being Saved
Mean Today?; Jan. 20, What Be
comes Of a Man When He Dies?;
Jan. 27, Tilt; Basis of the Final Judg
ment.
Kelt. 3. Communion Sunday; Felt.
10, Is the Church a lilivine institu
tion.’: Feb 17. Is Christianity the
Final Religion?; Feb. 24. Must a
Man Be Converted to be a Chris
tian?
March 3. Renunciation: March 10,
’’Vansfiguration; March 17. Humili
ation: March 24, Crucifixion: March
31. Resurrection.
Evening Services
Jan. fi, Christian Marriage; Jan.
13, How Can I Make the Most of My
self?: Jan. 20. Sydney Lanier's
Marshes of Glynn;" Jan. 27, Sun
day Dinner Table Dialogue.
Fell. 3, Ti.e Call of tlie Christian
Ministry; Feb. 10. Does It Pay to lie
Christian?; Feb. 17. Shakespeare's '
Merchant of Venice;”
Felt. 24. '
Biblical Drama.
March 3, Youth's Reply, “We
Can I' : March 10, Does God Expect a '
Man to Be Holy Today?: March 17. |
Francis Thompson's “Hound
of
Heaven:’’ March 24. Dinner Table
Dialogue; Marelt 31. Easter Cantata.

TELEPHONE ................... ........ .............. 770

The new officers of the Country
Club will put on another of their
popular (lancing parties Tuesday
night, Jan. 1. Buffet lunch will be
served and some extra special favors
provided.

Philip Rounds is at his Rockland
home for the ten-day recess that
marks Harvard University’s recog
nition of the holidays.

X

Mrs. Anastasia Harmon of Lisle
street 1/ spending a month in Au
gusta with her sister Mrs. Clarence

Walter Bird of New York is mak Crane.
ing a short visit with his parents,
Capt. James 'O. Chadwick and Leon
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Bird.
W’. Chadwick of Pleasant Point were
Tyler M. Coombs and daughter. Christmas guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Anna Coombs, spent Christmas A. E. Morton at The Highlands.
at their former home In Vinalhaven.
Ruth Conant and Chauncey Stuart
Herbert Sanborn of the Security are home front Gordon College for
Trust Company's stafT spent the lioli- the holidays.
y with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Forest Bcarlott of Clearwater,
otj W. Sanborn in Vinalhaven.
Florida, has been the holiday guest
Mrs. R. Chester Robarts (Elva Sim of his mother, Mrs. Mary Scarlott.
mons) has returned to her home in Ills aunt, Mrs. S. Nilo Spear and his
Philadelphia. after spending the brother, Dr. E. L. Scarlott. He re
Christinas holidays with her mother turns home tomorrow, taking with
Mrs. Catherine Simnlons, 6 Knowl him some very pleasant recollections
ton street. Mrs. Robarts was accom of Rockland and some new ideas on
panied by her son Milton who has midwinter in Maine. A family din
been making his home with his grand ner party on Christmas day given by
Mrs, Spear was one of the features
mother, Mrs Jennie Robarts.
of his visit.
On their return to Waterbury,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ulmer of
Conn. Tuesday Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
S. Shaw were accompanied by Mrs. East Vassalboro were Christmas
E. S. May, who will make a short visit guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph P.
Conant.
with them.

TOP NOTCH
SMABTICS

"Always the latest in
fashionable footwear”

A dunce for the young people will
be given at the Country Club tonight
with music by Saul Polisner’s Or
chestra. The affair is a repeater of
last year's very successful young
people's darce. designed to give the
bome-front-college
youngsters
a
real holiday party.

Mrs. Jennie W. Bird entertained at
bridge yesterday afternoon at her
home on Talbot avenue for Miss Beu
lah Royer of Gove. Kansas, who is
Mrs. Cora B. Ulmer and children
the guest of Mrs. Dorothy .Bird
George. Honors were taken by Miss of Everett, Mass., are visiting at Fred
Helen Fuller and Mrs. Clarke B. A. Blaeklngton's, at The Meadows.
Frost with guest prize for Miss Royer.
Mrs. R. Chester Robarts and son
Fred Ilaggett of Portland spent Mllto!) of Philadelphia, Mr. and Mrs.
he holidays with his family at their Edward Cross and Mrs. Jennie
Robarts of Rockland were guests of
|ome on Broadway.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Upham in Cam
Miss Nellie Snow entertained at den Sunday.
bridge last evening at her home on
Mrs.-Freeman Young and Mrs. Isa
Suffolk street, her guests being Misses
Katharine Veazie. Martha Wasgatt. bel Twaddell entertained the Neigh
Jeannette Smith. Eleanor Bird. Ruth borhood Club last Thursday.
Clark. Carl Herrick, Robeft and
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Urbano and
Charles Tw eeilie. Oliver Rollins.
Francis Merchant and No-man Wal son James of Rumford were guests
dron. There were three tables of for Christmas of Mr. and Mrs. Valen
cards, honors falling to Miss Bird and tine Chisholm.
Miss Wasgatt
Buffet lunch was
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Glover returned
sent d.
to Boston Tuesday after sitending the
Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard Muon have weekend and holidays with Mrs.
arrived home from a visit with Mr. Glover's parents, Mr. and Mrs. G.
x Moon's mother in Bentaquid.
W. Hemenway.
r*
'
Edward I». Spear went Sunday to
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Merrifield
New York to join Mrs. Spear as hull* (Dorothy Cross) of Dorchester ar
day guests of Dr. and Mrs. Sharpe.
rived Saturday to be guests over the
holiday of Mr. and Mrs. I. Leslie
Mr. and Mrs. Gerslioni Rollins en- Cross. Mr. Merrifield returned yes
tertained at breakfast Christmas terday. but Mrs. Merrifield will re
day, tneh guests being Mr. and Mrs. main for a longer visit.
Ralph Doherty. Miss Gwen Condon.
Lawrence Barbour. Mr. and Mrs.
K4H Thurston of North Haven is
iRobert Magune and daughter Doro the guest of his father LaForest
thy. The table was beautifully dec- I Thurston at The Highlands.
A orated, the central scheme living
rftioinsettias. On the back of eaelt
MISS Helen Fifield who Is employed
■chair the guests found a Christinas i lit ijtwiston spent Christmas at her
^Blocking with interesting contents. home on Cedar street.
■R Christmas tree followed breakfast,
’and two new cameras which were
Mr*. A. B. Higgs entertained the
among the many fine gifts were put Neighborhood Bridge Club Tuesday
Into commission at once.
evening.
Manttrice A. Hill came home to
Miss. Katherine Veazie gave a din
spend the holiday, returning today ner pip-ty Monday evening at her
to Millinocket to his work with the home oil Shaw avenue, with Misses
Great Northern Paper Co.
Martha Wasgatt. Jeannette Smith
Eleanor Bird. Built Clark and Nellie
One of Ute happiest Christmas Snow as guests. A joke Christmas
gatherings was at the home of Mr. tree was much enjoyed, as was also
and Mrs. Cliarles Emery, Pacific the really-truly tree later in the eve
street, when 15 relatives and friends ing. a custom this group of girls has
met to obsetvc that holiday. The Hdhercjl Io for several years. An ob
- house was effectively decorated servance of Miss Wasgatt’s birthday,
■ throughout.
The Christmas tree wlilcti fell on Monday, was also made
’ which preceded dinner was a colorful
event, the guests being welcomed by
Chafles Gould, inspector and tester
Master Spalding Hodsdon in a for the Kolstcr radio people, arrived
Christinas recitation and by a Monday from Newark, N. J., to spend
Christinas song sung by Master Christmas with his parents. Judge
Charles Emery. Those present were and ^Irs. E. K. Gould, returning yes
Mr. and Mrs. Emery and children. terday.
Wendell, Albert and Charles. Mr. and
Mrs. Georg* Green. Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Gladys Hunter who teaches in
Richard Hodson and son Spalding, North Baldwin is spending the
Mrs. Cora Kittredge, Raymond Klt- Christmas vacation at her home at
I dredge.
Mis.
Gertrude
Warren, The Highlands.
i Joshua Spalding and Miss iLaura
I Lovett of Camden. John Ingraham
Harvey Pease returned to his home
was an added guest at supper.
in Wiscasset Tuesday evening after
.spending Christmas with his family
Mr. and Mrs Robert Magune and at the home of Mr and Mrs. S. D.
|daughter Dorothy spent Christmas Crosby at The Highlands. Mrs. Pease
B with Mr. Magunc's mother, Mrs. Mel- and daughter Virginia are remaining
lie T. Magune, Rockport.
until Friday.

Wallace Bertrand, nephew of Mrs.
Miss Marguerite Gould who teaches
Lilian ?. Copping, motored from in Bellows Falls, Vt.. is spending the
iLynn to spend the holiday In this holiday season with her parents,
city.
Judge and Mrs. E. K. Gould.
Albert Nosworthy is visiting Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Munsey enter
and. Mrs. Leroy Elwell at Pemaquld. tained Tuesday evening, with a joke
Christmas tree as the feature. Buffet
An entertainment given Christmas! lunch was served.
eve at the ITatt Memorial church
featured an interesting program by
H. H. McIntire, who Is holding a
the 'primary and Junior departments railroad conductor's position in New
of the' Sunday school under the lead ark. N. J., spent Christmas with his
ership of Miss Ruth Koster. Tills family, returning to his duties yester
concluded With giving uf presents by day.
Santa Claus, in the mrdst of which
an ttnusatal surprise was given the
J. C. Perry and son John Perry were
pastor and his wife. Mrs. Kendordini entertained in the home of Charles
was called to the platform and pre Montgomery in Camden, Christmas
sented with a lieautiful floor lamp, day.
alter which Mr. Kenderdlne Was pre
sented with a package. George Gay
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Collett, Mr. and
making the presentation speech. The Mrs. Eugene Collett and daughter
package contained a number of gold Janet of Brewer were Christmas
pieces. Mt. Renderdine made the gueslgt of Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Blaekbest reply he could considering the ingtan, Masonic street.
overwhelming state of his feelings
A,
—
and th® surprise of tile presentation.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Hutchinson
Master Thad Robbins, son of Mr. have returned from Vinalhaven where
and Mrs. Walter Robbins, who has
they were guests of relatives.
them confined to his hAne at Pratt
Kansas, several Weeks, resulting from
Miss Eleen Ahlberg returned to
a broken 1;«. Is now ill with influ
Boston yesterday after spendin
enza.
Clitic was with her parents on Oliver
strdch'
Burpee's great after Christmas sale
opens tomorrow. The greatest money
The following from a Belfast
saving event of the year frt "fife'fur coiresponilent will Interest Knox
niture buying line. See advertise CothAS* friends: "Mrs. S. A. Parker
ment on page two,—ftdv.
cnteryiiietl In lio'nor of her son, Car-

in stormy
day footwear

Come in—let us show you our smart-looking,
trim-fitting Top Not eh Smartics for stormy
weather wear.
You will admire their beautiful colors and
distinctive fabrics. You will be delighted with
the choice you have from the most fashionable
shades of tans, grays, browns and black. And
you will like their shapely lines on your feet.
The exclusive concealed double-button anklesnap permits a more snug fit than you can get
in any other overshoe.

R

Miss - Ruth Crouse, who spent
Christmas at home, returned to Vinal
haven. where she Is stenographer
for Libby-Burchell Fisheries inc.
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Evcry-Other-Day

McLAINS SHOE STORE

TENANT’S HARBOR DAYS

Rockland, Maine
M1CKIE SAY3-

BEAUTY in
the HOME

A

/----------------- ---------
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OUR. ZIPPY UL W/AUT AW
WILL WOT GROW HAIR OU A
0ALDHEAO, WOR t=XTn?ACY
0U3OD FROM A -rURWlP, BUT

Bathroom In Color
By Katharine CriiiulMiugli

NEW YORK realtor comment
ing recently on how easily the
modern hotter grade apartnv-nts
rent gave as his opinion that it we 3
because the bathrooms were do»«o
In colors and no longer in “dismal
white.” This may be to some ex
tent true, because decorating the
bath room in color has become an

.
•

MOST AUV KIUD OF A REASOU- ,
ABLE WAWT WILL BE TAKEU
i
. £AR£ OF BV THEM «• GIVE 'EM j
A LITTLE BOB AUD SEE
'EM PO TWE.lR- STUFF ’

A

CC.Zi
-

i.i i

almost genera! practice and. con
sidering how easy it is to do it by
using the modern materials that
are particularly adapted fof such
use, it is surprising to me that
there is a white batli room left in
the land. Some of the more recent
color schemes I ha\e seen arc very
striking.
One bathroom, redecorated re
cently, has walls done in a mix
ture of green and ivory interior
gloss paint with the woodwork of
the same color—which is a de
lightfully soft green.
The base
boards have a border of black along
their tops. The plumbing fixtures
are done in green, a tone deeper
than the walls, with a black trim
at the base of the spigots and
brackets. The towels lit this bath
room are white, with black borders,
and the toilet articles are in black
with sliver.
Another bathroom has walls of
Interior gloss ivory stippled with
orar ?e. blue and gray—a very fine
close stipple. The woodwork is in
French gray and the door in gray
jaspe linoleum.
Moisture proof
organdie curtains are at the win
dows and the bath curtain is in
some lacquered fabric in gray. Tlie
fixtures are in French gray. A
hooked rug in orange, scarlet,
green, blue and black completes
the color scheme.
These Interior gloss paints hard
en overnight with an enamel-like
gloss and, while not to be recom
mended for furniture, are being
used with Success for walls and
woodwork where ivory, gray, green,
buff, tan, light blue or witile offer
a range of colors for varied de
corative schemes.
It is, of course, not possible to
duplicate an onyx and silver bath
room with Parian marble plunge
and gold faucets, such as they tell
us are affected by the movie
queens, but by Intelligent use of
the proper finishes and a little
good taste In color combinations
any bathroom can blossom forth
In real beauty.

I
A new idea for a charity bazaar was
recently asked for. Why not a stall
where for a small fee you can park
your money in safety until you come
out?—Punch.

Burpee's great after Christina-- .‘ale
opens tomorrow. The greatest money
saving event o,f the year in the fur
niture buying line. See advertise
ment on page twov-—adv.

STRAND
Home of Paramount Pictures
NOW SHOWING

-\ \ \ \ \ l LLJ

BEBE DANIELS
In

“WHAT A NIGHT”
FRIDAY-SATURDAY

pathI

xPtUSCNTS

NED

McCOBBS
DAUGHTET

TODAY

2.00

7.30

Keith Vaudeville

THE DANCE SHOPPE
Ups and Downs of Dancing
Four People

SALE
The Courier-Gazette, Camden Herald and Lincoln County News are the only
advertising mediums we have. We are willing to pay you to tell us what paper
the majority of our customers read.

Be Sure To Bring These Coupons-Without Them You Are Not En
titled To the Discount
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS FILLED
Newspaper Preference
Sale
The Courier-Gazette
This Coupon and

Newspaper Preference
Sale
The Courier-Gazette
This coupon entitles you
to a

Newspaper Preference
Sale
The Courier-Gazette
This coupon entitles you

$1.50

$3.00 Reduction

$10.00 Reduction

Buys any pair of $1.95
Hosiery in stock—Allen
A, Ruby Ring; regular
and outsize
CUTLER-COOK CO.

on any Fall Dress in stock
Reg. price $9.75, $16.50
CUTLER-COOK CO.

Newspaper Preference
Sale
The Courier-Gazette
This coupon entitles you
to a

Newspaper Preference
Sale
The Courier-Gazette
This Coupon and

On any Coat priced
$39.50 or over
CUTLER-COOK CO.

Newspaper Preference
Sale
The Courier-Gazette
This entitles you to a

$1.00 Reduction

89c

$1.00 Reduction

Buys any pair of
Jersey Bloomers;
small, medium and
CUTLER-COOK

On any Hat in stock
Price $1.98 to $5.00
CUTLER-COOK CO.

Newspaper Preference
Sale
The Courier-Gazette
This coupon entitles you
to a

On any Sweater priced
from $1.98 to $8.00
CUTLER-COOK CO.

$1.00
sizes,
large.
CO.

Newspaper Preference
Sale
The Courier-Gazette
This coupon entitles you

$1.00 Reduction

$5.00 Reduction

On any Skirt
Priced at $2.98 and $3.98
CUTLER-COOK CO.

On any Coat priced at
$10.00
CUTLER-COOK CO

Newspaper Preference
Sale
The Courier-Gazette

This coupon entitles you
to a choice of I Rack of
Jersey Dresses, at

$2.98
Regular $5.98 Dresses
CUTLER-COOK CO.

SALE LASTS ONE WEEK ONLY
TURNER CENTER SYSTEM
Vote In Favor Of Acceptance cf the
New Plan Was Almost Unanimous
Westo i B. Haskell, manager of the
Turner Center System, announced
Friday that a tabulation of the votes
on the proposition to accept the offer
of the Turner Center Incorporated, is
in favor of acceptance at a ratio of
99 to 1, and that 75 per cent of the

preferred stockholders were in favor ’ ganizAt'on of the company, the con
cern to be incorporated under the
of the plan.
laws of M.’.ssaehusetts. The name is
The preposition. which was made to be changed to Turner Center Sys
to the stockholders at a special meet tem. Incorporated, blit the officials
ing in Auburn last Thursday, was an I said that no extensive changes in op
offer of .<800.800 from Turner (’en eration were contemplated imme
ter. Incorpoiated to take over the diately.
business of the Turner ('enter -Sys
tem, each stockholder to receive $2.50
A large shipment of glassware
in cash and $7.50 in stock for each
which arrived too late for Christmas
$10 share of old stock.
The acceptance of the Turner Cen will be placed on sale at reduced
ter Ineorptrated’s offer means a reor- prices at (Ionia’s.—adv.

Starting Thursday
A
STORE-WIDE
WPYNEWYEARl
"Makinq any nssolu?
tuons?"
’Some as I made Last
year!*
^GS?"
*-To econoKn.Lze and
buy my dresses,
and. qowws —-at*--

SALE
To reduce odr stocks we offe*

our entire stock of

Dresses
25% Off of
Original Prices

NOBLE AND BROOKS
TRULY SHATTUCK
with March and Cleary
in "Goodtnight Nurse"

Buckskin
n
Days”

ERMA and LAWRENCE
FLOWERS
in “Youth and Agility”

EVELYN LEWIS
Tlie Versatile Miss

IRENE RICH
MBMnMMmOMft
CIOZGI BARZAU*
m.lWIOeOMRMZMI

—ON THE SCREEN—

Hats of Famous Makes such as
Gage, etc.

REX LEASE

“THE SPEED CLASSIC’

NOTE—It's a big stock and a choice
one, wide in variety, correct in style,
a big saving on such desirable
goods.

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

HOOT GIBSON
In

THE FLYING COWBOY
Lightning Anion. Kich Western
Comedy Romance As You Like It.
—A 1,80—
Pdtiie'i Pktu

V.eU.r, Cv.’s new block.—sidv.

A PUBLIX THEATRE

Home of Paramount Pictures

Newspaper Preference

Two (’lever Entertainers

roll 8. Parker, manager of the tele
phone exchange at Great Barrington,
Muss., who arrived Saturday night
for the holiday. In the gathering
were old friends gathered home for
the Christmas festivities, including
Mr. and Mrs. Bartlett J. Whiting
(Miss Helen Dinsmore Wescott) of
Cambridge. Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Tolford Durham, who cante over from
Vinalhaven to spend the holidays
with Mr. Durham's father. Jumps C.
Durham: Mr. and Mrs. Donald M.
Gray (Miss Louise Rice Clement) and
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Durham. Music
and reminiscences made up an inter
esting program.”

Snow time is truck cover time.
We can furnish them in all sizes and
weights. $1.50 up. Rockland Awning
Cn. Tels. 1072-M, 8fi2-R. Next to

“Life, we’ve been long together,
through sunshine and through stormy
weather.” What a strange thing is
life.
An illustration—from Dad’s
diary:
December 24. 1880.
R—d P—n
came to board with us tonight.”
He remained with us several
months and attended school while I
was teaching. )We slept three-in-a
bed. for there was Jack, and many «
scrap we had about the latter’s sleep
ing with us. As 1 have previously
remarked, I was some rassler in those
days. If our neighbor Capt. Joshua
Smalley was living, I could prove it.
for he saw the rasseling match at
the wood-pile. This is wliat he told
Dad about it:
‘‘Faith damn, that boy of yours is
mart—tnrowed the other feller as
fast as he could get up.”
It may be that rasseling was my
forte and 1 should have stuck to it.
This is what happened in life to
those two hoys. A few years after
1880 my companion started going to
sea? He became master of a sailing
vessel, followed that for a number of
years, quit, then qualified for master
of steam vessels, followed that for
some time, and after sailing the east
ern and western oceans for years,
quit the sea and settled down right
across the street from where we slept
three-in-a-hed years before.
Like
Mat Tompkyns of Tomkyn’s Corners,
ne is now mayor of our native burg.
The other boy drifted from home,
traveled t. • far north as Houlton, as
far cast as St. .John, N. B., as far
south as Washington. I). C.. as far
west as Sera toga, and for forty-two
years lies been located in metropoli
tan Boston where in all likelihood
his days will end.
One three-months trip in a sailing
vessel ended my career on the bound
ing main. One boy’s career has been
out of doors, while mine has been in
doors. We are the same age whether
I could repeat the feat of ’80 at the
woodpile—what do your think?
Why does life play such pranks
with us? If you listined in to “Babes
in Toyland” this evening you would
recall that famous song: “Put down
six and carry two. I don’t care what
teacher says. I can’t do that sum.’’
Wishing you all a Happy New
Year. The boy who stayed on shore
Boze

Starts Today

COLLEGIANS
MONOAY-TUESDAY

MONDAY-TUESDAY

“THE SPIELER”

“THE AIR CIRCUS”

ALAN HALE, RENEE ADOREE

- fc.

J he Fashion Shop
373 Main Street

Rockland

With THE HAT SH ;?

Opp. Johnston’s Drug Store

Every-Other-Day
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For Colds

STANDS BY BUDGET

') I ? I

Speed King Picks Buick

President Doesn’t Like Pri
vate Methods of Securing
More Money

f?onx a

(Washington Post)

President Coolidge has served
notice upon all department heads that
he looks with disfavor upon the prac
tice of trying to secure increases in
appropriations after the budget has
been submitted to Cong ess. He calls
| attention to the fact that the law imMiami, Florida.
fortune tellers, ouija board experts pose ; upon the Chief Executive the
‘•One hundred per cent Democrat” and hypnotists. The latter were re duty of submitting the budget, and
signs are in many shop windows. lated to the real estate salesmen of I that .ifier the budge has been sub
former years.
After Florida went Republican in the
But, for pleasant pastime, let us mit ted all officials are legally en
Presidential election these native listen to this astrologer. lie says joined fi. m Interfering.
The practice of combining all esti
“cracker" Democrats felt that some he reads the stars, and he prophesies,
mates fm the various departments
and
solemnly
declares
that
certain
thing should be done about it. In
stars are just now in a position that into 1 budget to be submitted to
some sections in this country down augurs well for Miami. According to Congress by the President is designed
here the worst name you could call the stars, there was to set in on Dec. to unify governmental expenditures
When departments made up their
man is a “Republican.” It is con- 27, the greatest era of prosperity lor
idered an insult, and it means fight. Miami that has ever occurred in any own < stimates appropriations were
They are very sensitive about it. part of the world since the great often po: rly balanced, and since no
How manv people you know end their colds with Bayer Aspirin!
one had the responsibility for finanThey feel that to be a Republican is ! California gold rush, and this pi
And how often you’ve heard of its prompt relief of sore throat or
ome sort of a disgrace. And they perity is to continue for at least 16 cial paliev there was often whole1
waste
Conservative departtonsilitis. No wonder millions take it for colds, neuralgia,
Iso think that the worst name they years.
ments
were
re
lee
ted
and
importuBoy!! That should give some of
can call a northerner is a “Yank.” To
rheumatism; and the aches and pains that go with them. The won
Phil “Red” Shafer, for sixteen years one of the country’s best known race drivers and the
note officials got nwre than their
them that is a terrible thing to call those that were bruised and battered
der is that anyone still worries through a winter without these
holder of many important records, pictured in front of the Administration building of the
man. and they can t understand why I In the hurricanes, and the slumps share of appropriations. A loption of
Buick Motor Co. at Flint, Mich., with his Silver Anniversary Buick sedan and his Miller
tablets! They relieve quickly, yet have no effect whatever on the
man won't start fighting inunedi- : that followed a chance to get on their tiie budget system is one of the most
te’y when he is called a Yank. No ! feet again. And for those that wholesome reforms the Government
Special racer, capable of a speed of 140 miles an b-Rir.
Both are valve-in.head motors.
heart. Friends have told you Bayer Aspirin is marvelous; doctors
has
ever
made.
other name is quite so bad. to their weathered that storm, things seem ;o
have declared it harmless. Every druggist has it, with proven direc
R
departments
are
to
he
allowed
look mighty rosy for the next
way of thinking.
to go directly to Congress and obtain
• * • •
tions. Why not put it to the test?
years.
I and the use of the bone mill which he while the operation was being perALBEE BONE MILL
increases in their appropriations after
invented. It sounds simple enough, formed.
We
should
try
and
believe
most
<
f
Several
years
ago
I
was
doing
re

Aspirin Is the trade mark of Barer Manufacture
tiie
budget
has
lieen
adopted,
what
is
‘
explanation of the method of tak- 1
--------------------torting for a New York daily news- this. Better to believe goad than
of Mouuacvticacidestcr of Salicyllcacld
Little Lucy—Auntie, why do you
aper and had my office at the Tampa 1 had. We can all get together and lhe use of having a budget? The Most Important Modern Con- ing a piece of bone out of one part of
< nly wi.v to make income and expen
tiie body and putting it in at another put powder on your face? Aunt—To
Bay Hotel, in Tampa. Florida, which make a great big “hope," anyway.
ditures br.lance is to subject the en
tribution To Surgeon’s place and making it grow there. But make me pretty, dear. Lucy—Then
it that time was the headquarters of
tire budget to the approval of the
it took years of study and experiment why doesn't it.?—Sydney Bulletin,
Jen. Miles. It was during tiie SpanFor the natives here, hurricane in
Art
to find a way of doing it so efficiently ’
_____
sh War. All of the resort hotels in surance, because of the reeenti President. There are always many
' and expeditiously that the newly
I like writing. I can misspell one
•'lorida are run by Northerners and troubles, has gone up just 100 per items for improvements and worthy
An old Xew England lumher mill,
protects
th
t
will
be
ruled
out
under
' transplanted bone would "stay put" word five or six different ways.—Tom
hey bring their help down with them cent. Two years ago it was $6 per
this system every year. Rut theGov- which a Maine boy watched for many and the patient be in no great danger Mix.
when the season starts. Even the
years of his growing youth, served as
thousand. Beginning Dec. 1 this year
can
mt
accomplish
every

We had col
maine in the Philippines. Through maids and hell hops.
it is $12 a thousand for hurricane in thing on one year’s revenue. The de the model for the invention whii It the ■
POEMS AND FROSZ
his eve.-, the reader can see them ored hell boys and their uniforms that surance, and if the damage is caused cision :«s to what is most important American Mag.tzine has selected as
year
were
a
light
gray
with
gold
braid.
t >(..
An Old Spanish Balcony’—to
by leaky roofR or damaged windows. must be left to the President, who the most important modern eontribu- '
Husband of Rockland Wom read it is tf feel that garage cars One afternoon a rabid. Southerner
,
. then the insurance is no good. You can weigh one benefit against anoth- lion to the art of the surgeon.
me
to
my
office
in
the
hotel
and
;
,
. .
bar chits are somehow out of
The Yankee boy has become Dr. .
.,
___ ___
- ...
! should hoard up your windows dur
an Writes Book Which Is and
"and you are one of those ing the hurricane season, or have p”. and he’d all estimates within the Fred Houdlett Albee of Boston, Inven- I
place’ here.
The clangor of an said
linvts of the revenues.
lantncd
Tanks
that
come
down
here
boardl
rflad
,
f
ar<>
, Interestingly Reviewed
1 a ng ‘-painted
trolley seems an
re so unfor.uCongress has thousands of requests tor and perfector of the Albee Bom j
dre- the niggers in gray as an‘n;1I). as
bav/„, ,ive
a'ien thing. Stop in the middle of «nd......
c
.
. ,
..
»*- •*•-» •*« «•**»*live here during for ann»opiiations. The difficulty in Mill, "which enables the modern sur
the Southern confederacy.' A
and Septenibe,,
A hook r< view which .ippeiied in .1 • ii.- «ec ci 1 verse. glance out of the ln,u!,
carrying end these schemes is that a geon to perform operations so mar- '
the
high-powered And he wanted to fight right then I riran„
elous in their methods and results
recent Ls u:c oi the Manila Thues is window - and
large pci rentage of them provide no
and there because I laughed at him , rnl .
,
.
hat they almost deserve elassiliea - ,
of interest to Rocklan 1 people inas Super-Blitz that glides past, hearing
......
..
I This rule was made necessary. I means of raising the necessary
wore gray he- j
... .
,
much as George H. Re« ,1. the author, its often-painted cargo, doesn’t ‘lie- and told him they,
ion as miracles."
,
. am toll, by the fact that some n re monev.
In commenting on budget
alise ii was a cool color, and suited'
, ..... ,
, .
Forty years ago the boy Albee
is the husband of a former Rocklai. 1 long.’
1 sponsible Shylocks broke in their increases. President Coolidge has
o ihe warm weather.
girl, Caroline Blood, who is residing
windows with hammers, and bored said tha: he can not recall in. all his handy with tools, made a toy buzz saw ,
“Diving into history, Mr. Reed
• • « •
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